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With great pleasure and pride we introduce in this directory the 1981 graduating class of the
University of Georgia School of Law. This senior class, 200 students selected from 1,304
applicants, entered the Georgia Law School in the fall of 1978 with a mean undergraduate grade
point average of 3.46 and an average Law School Admission Test score of646. The selectivity
of our admissions standards and the entering qualifications of our students combine to assure
competence in these students, who then participate in a rigorous course of study.
This course of study, a comprehensive program in legal education, includes a carefully
planned curriculum, taught by legal educators whose national and international reputations rest
on their instruction, scholarship and service. Our students themselves conduct research and
study in a Law School Library ranked among the top twenty in the nation as defined by the
1978-1979 ABA Review of Legal Education. To broaden their education, many of these
students participate in clinical programs that include prosecution, legal aid, legal writing for
publication, and trial presentation, and they become involved in organizations that offer
practical experience in and a respect for our legal system.
We welcome your inquiries about these students, encourage you to utilize our placement
services, and invite you to visit the University of Georgia School of Law at your earliest
convenience.
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J. Ralph Beaird
Dean
PLACEMENT PROCEDURES
The University of Georgia School of Law Placement Office
serves as a liaison between employers and job applicants. As such,
the office provides a clearinghouse service where inquiries from
employers are made available to all interested students. When an
employer lists ajob opening with the Law School, the Placement
Office requests information on the title of the position, the loca-
tion, the duration (permanent job or summer clerkship), descrip-
tion of the expected duties, salary range, and minimum require-
ments expected of all applicants. Because of the selectivity of our
admissions standards and the quality (measured in undergraduate
grade point average and Law School Admission Test score) of our
students, we urge employers to consider credentials and qualifica-
tions other than mere law school grade point averages.
Employers who would like to use our placement services may
decide to interview on campus, recruit through correspondence
with the office or individual students, may elect to have us send a
list of available candidates, or may wish to obtain information on
experienced alumni seeking employment.
Interviewing at the School
On campus interviewing is concentrated in October, November
and December, the most active recruiting months, but the Place-
ment Office also arranges such interviews for employers whose
hiring needs occur at other times of the year. Interviews may be
scheduled for third-year students seeking permanent positions and
for first or second-year students interested in summer jobs.
To facilitate efficient and effective interviewing, we request that
employers adhere to the following procedures.
1. Contact the Placement Office after April Ist to reserve space
for a fall interviewing date, or at least one month before a date
during the remainder of the year.
2. Complete our Placement Office Employer Data Sheet and
return it to our office for confirmation. This form will be sent
upon request.
3. Send a description of the employer's firm, agency, corpora-
tion, or business. This description should enable the student
to ascertain the areas and volume of work, the content of a
summer program or permanent position, and the minimum
qualifications desired of all applicants.
4. Notify the Placement Office as soon as possible if changes in
format or scheduling are desired.
5. Correspond with each individual interviewed when the final
disposition of his or her candidacy has been determined.
6. Notify the Placement Office when the position(s) has been
filled.
Recruiting Through Correspondence
Employers who are unable to interview at the school are invited
to send announcements of available positions along with employer
descriptions to the Placement Office. Such employers may elect
for the Placement Office to collect and forward resumes to them, or
may decide to allow interested students to contact the employer
directly. To ensure accuracy of placement records, these employ-
ers are also requested to notify the Placement Office when a
position has been filled.
Alumni Placement
The names of University of Georgia Law School alumni cur-
rently interested in changing professional affiliation are on file with
the Placement Office. The Placement Office welcomes and en-
courages employers to notify us of immediate or projected open-
ings for these experienced graduates. Any such job listing will be
circulated to the appropriate
alumni, who will then contact
the employer directly. These
experienced graduates may
include those who have ac-
cepted short-term employ-
ment in judicial c1erkships,
fellowships or military ser-
vice; those who have pursued
additional graduate study;
and those who have been in
practice but are interested in
changing the location or na-
ture of their work.
PLACEMENT POLICIES
Placement Office Role
The Placement Office does not screen students for interviews or
select students for particular jobs. Because an employer is the
party most familiar with the requirements of a specific position,
that employer may best determine which students appear to be
most appropriate for consideration. We will, however, compile
and mail resumes, coordinate an interview schedule on campus or
at your office, and provide interviewing facilities. In short, we will
attempt in every way to facilitate an employer's recruitment pro-
cess, but we will, in fairness to employer and applicant, refrain
from influencing hiring decisions.
Equal Employment
The University of Georgia School of Law is committed to a
policy of equal employment op)1ortunity for individuals regardless
oftheirrace, color, religion, sex, age, national origin, handicap or
veteran status. This policy is not only embodied in federal and
state laws, but is also inherent in the ideals of the legal profession.
We assume that prospective employers using our services and
facilities maintain policies and procedures consistent with this
principle of equal employment. In the interest of eliminating dis-
crimination on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, age, national
origin, handicap or veteran status, we make our services available
only to employers whose practices are consistent with this policy.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
The University of Georgia School of Law Placement Office
invites law firms, government agencies, corporations, judges, ser-
vice organizations, public interest and legal assistance groups, as
well as educational institutions to use our services and facilities.
Please contact:
B. Jill Coveny
Director of Student Affairs and Law Placement
University of Georgia
School of Law
Athens, Georgia 30602
Telephone 404/542-7541
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J. RALPH BEAIRD, Dean
WALTER RAY PHILLIPS, Associate Dean
B. JILL COVENY, Assistant to the Dean
and Director of Student Affairs and Law Placement
R. WILLIAM DETWILER, Assistant to the Dean
and Director of Admissions
GWENDOLYN Y. WOOD, Assistant to the Dean
and Director of Alumni Relations
ERWIN C. SURRENCY, Law Librarian
FRANK G. POLSTER, JR., Registrar
B. THOMAS COOK, JR., Director. Prosecutorial Clinic
ROBERT D. PECKHAM, Director. Legal Aid and
Defender Society
JAMES W. CURTIS, Director. Institute for Continuing
Legal Education
BARNEY L. BRANNEN, JR., Assistant Director, Institute
for Continuing Legal Education
JEROME BRAUN, Director. Institute of Continuing
Judicial Education and Clinical Programs
Instructional Faculty
GREGORY S. ALEXANDER, Associate Professor
B.A., University of Illinois, 1970
J.D., Northwestern University, 1973
MILNER S. BALL, Professor
A.B., Princeton University, 1958
S.T.B., Harvard University, ]961
J.D., University of Georgia, 1971
VAUGHN C. BALL, Thomas R.R. Cobb Professor of Law
A.B., Washington University, ]937
LL.B., Washington University, 1947
J. RALPH BEAIRD, University Professor of Lml'
B.S., University of Alabama, 1949
LL.B., University of Alabama, 195]
LL.M., George Washington University, 1953
LARRY E. BLOUNT, Associate Professor
B.A., University of Michigan, 1972
J.D., University of Cincinnati, ]975
LL.M., Columbia University, 1976
ROBERT D. BRUSSACK, Assistant Professor
A.B.l., University of Georgia, 1971
J.D., University of Georgia, 1976
VERNER F. CHAFFIN, Callaway Foundation Professor
of LaH'
A.B., University of Georgia, 1939
LL.B., University of Georgia, 1942
J.S.D., Yale University, 1961
SAMUEL M. DAVIS, Professor
B.A., University of Southern Mississippi, 1966
J.D., University of Mississippi, 1969
LL.M., University of Virginia, 1970
THOMAS A. EATON, Assistant Professor
B.A., University of Texas, 1972
J.D., University of Texas, 1975
C. RONALD ELLINGTON, Professor
A.B., Emory University, 1963
LL.B., University of Virginia, 1966
LL.M., Harvard University, 1978.
*On leave of absence
Law School Dean J, Ralph Beaird, left, talks with Lord Justice Gordon
Slynn, president of the employment Appeal Tribunal of Great Britain,
during the university's observance of Law Day. Sir Gordon was one of the
keynote speakers.
*J. WILLIAM FUTRELL, Professor
B.A., Tulane University, 1957
LL.B., Columbia University, 1965
WALTER HELLERSTEIN, Associate Professor
A.B., Harvard University, 1967
J.D., University of Chicago, 1970
ERIC M. HOLMES, Associate Professor
A.B., Duke University, 1965
J.D., University of North Carolina, 1969
LL.M., Columbia University, 1976
FREDRICK W. HUSZAGH, Professor
B.A., Northwestern University, 1958
J.D., University of Chicago, 1962
LL.M., University of Chicago, 1963
J.S.D., University of Chicago, 1964
ELLEN RAUSEN JORDAN, Associate Professor
B.A., Cornel1 University, 1964
J.D., Columbia University, 1972
PAUL M. KURTZ, Associate Professor
B.A., Vanderbilt University, 1968
J.D., Vanderbilt University, 1972
LL.M., Harvard University, 1974
ROBERT N . LEAVELL, Professor
B.A., University of Mississippi, 1948
LL.B., Yale University, 1952
JULIAN B. McDONNELL, Professor
B.S., Spring Hill College, 1963
LL.B., University of Virginia, 1966
JOHN O'BYRNE, Frances A. Shackelford Professor of Law
A.B., Syracuse University, 1941
M.S., Syracuse University, 1943
LL.B., Harvard University, 1948
ALBERT M. PEARSON, III, Associate Professor
B.A., Birmingham-Southern College, 1969
J.D., Vanderbilt University, 1972
WALTER RAY PHILLIPS, Professor
A.B., University of North Carolina, 1954
LL.B., Emory University, 1957
LL.M., Emory University, 1962
MACK A. PLAYER, Professor
A.B., Drury College, 1963
J.D., University of Missouri, 1965
LL.M., George Washington University, 1972
JAMES F. PONSOLDT, Assistant Professor
A.B., Cornell University, 1968
J.D., Harvard Law School, 1972
JOHN B. REES, JR., Professor
B.A., Holbart College, 1954
J.D., University of Virginia, 1957
DEAN RUSK, Samuel H. Sibley Professor of
International Lall'
A. B. , Davidson College, 193 I
B.S., St. John's Oxford, 1933
M.A., St. John's Oxford, 1934
R. PERRY SENTELL, JR., Regents' Professor of Lall'
A.B., University of Georgia, 1956
LL.B., University of Georgia, 1958
LL.M., Harvard University, 1961
ERWIN C. SURRENCY, Professor
A.B., University of Georgia, 1947
M.A., University of Georgia, 1948
LL.B., University of Georgia, 1949
M.A.L.S., George Peabody College, 1950
RICHARD V. WELLMAN, Robert Cotton Alston
Professor of Law
A.B., University of Michigan, 1947
J.D., University of Michigan, 1949
MICHAEL L. WELLS, Assistant Professor
B,A., University of Virginia, 1972
J.D., University of Virginia, 1975
/
DONALD E. WILKES, JR., Associate Professor
B.A., University of Florida, 1965
J.D., University of Florida, 1969
GABRIEL M. WILNER, Professor
A.B., William & Mary, 1959
D.P.A., University of Exeter, 1960
LL.B., Columbia, 1963
LL.M., Columbia, 1965
Visiting Facuity
W. RAY FORRESTER, Visiting Professor
J.D., University of Chicago
D. ROBERT LOHN, Visiting Assistant Professor
J.D., University of Montana
BERNHARD SCHLOH, Visiting Associate Professor
DR. iur., University of Hamburg
MAXINE S. THOMAS, Visiting Assistant Professor
J.D., University of Washington
Adjunct FacuIty
B. THOMAS COOK, JR., Instructor
J.D" University of Georgia
JAMES L. EDMONDSON, Instructor
LL.B., University of Georgia
W. H. KIMBROUGH, JR., Instructor
LL.M., New York University
ROBERT D. PECKHAM, Instructor
LL.B., Harvard University
Dean Rusk, Sibley Professor of International Law, talks with Vladimir Butkevich, center, and Dr. Bernhard Schloh. Butkevich, a visiting assistant
professor from the University of Kiev, U ,S.S.R., conducted a year-long research project in internationallaw during 1979-80.Dr. Schloh, Legal Counselor to
the Council of the European Communities based in Brussels, Belgium, was a visiting lecturer last fall and will be again this fall.
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Fall, 1980
Academic Calendar
Winter, 1981
History: Established in 1859 as the Joseph H. Lumpkin School of
Law, the School is the second oldest of the University of
Georgia's thirteen schools and colleges.
Enrollment: 615 (1979-80)
Physical Plant: Hirsch Hall, located on the University's north
campus, was constructed for the School of Law in 1932. A 2.75
million dollar addition to this building was completed in 1967.
This complex provides 102,000 square feet of work and study
space. Classrooms and seminar halls, faculty offices, library,
courtroom, student lounges, conference rooms and adminis-
trative offices are the facilities for a professional school which
administers its own admissions, registration, and placement
services. In June 1979, the University of Georgia School of
Law received funding approval for a 1.6 million dollar law
library annex. The annex is designed to accommodate 106,000
volumes. The new building will provide office and study space,
two conference rooms and an audio visual room. Anticipated
completion date for the construction is early 1981. In addition,
the Dean Rusk Center for International Law, presently located
in Waddel Hall, provides office and conference room facilities
for the school's expanding research and instructional programs
in the field of International Law.
La\\' Lihrary: The Law Library is one of the 20 large libraries in
the United States. This official size category established by the
Association of American Law Schools and American Associa-
tion of Law Libraries is in recognition of the library's 308,000
volume count. The collection includes a comprehensive listing
of material on Anglo-American law as well as extensive hold-
ings in international relations law and foreign law.
Student Body: Students come to the School of Law from under-
graduate degree programs in some 150 colleges and universities
located in almost all of the 50 states. Each year approximately
220 students are admitted to the first year class. At the end of
academic year 1979-80, the average retention rate was 90 per-
cent.
Bar Examination Date: Of the 182 Georgia graduates who took
the Georgia Bar Examination in July, 1979 or February, 1980,
96.7 percent were successful in qualifying to practice law in the
state.
International Studies: The Law School has gained an increasingly
widespread reputation as a center for studies in international
law. Offered in the curriculum are courses and seminars in both
private and public International Law. The program reflects
strong interest on the part of students who organized the Geor-
gia Journal of International and Comparative La\\' and who
continue to take an active role in the Law Student Division of
the American Society of International Law. The current pro-
gram of research and instruction in this area is further aug-
mented and expanded by the Dean Rusk Center for Interna-
tional Law, which opened in Fall 1977.
Order of the Coif: A very significant accomplishment in 1977 was
the installation of the Georgia Chapter of the Order of the Coif,
which recognizes outstanding students from the top 10% of the
graduating class. Georgia's petition for a chapter received an
unanimous vote of approval from the 56 member schools. The
installation of this chapter will insure that the academic accom-
plishments of our graduates will be duly recognized in the legal
circles in which they compete.
Grading System: The University of Georgia School of Law
utilizes a numerical grading system with letter and plus or
minus. A+=4.3, A=4.0, A-=3.7, B+=3.3, B=3.0, B-=2.7,
C+ =2.3, C=2.0, C- = 1.7, D= 1.0
The University of Georgia
School of Law
Classes begin
Available for interview dates
Classes end
Examinations
Classes begin
Available for interview dates
Classes end
Examinations
Classes begin
Available for interview dates
Classes end
Examinations
Spring, 1981
March 30
April 6 - June 5
June 5
June 9-12
January 7
January 14 - March 16
March 16
March 17-20
September 17
September 29 - November 25
November 25
December 2-5
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8CLINICAL
EDUCATION
PROGRAMS
Prosecutorial Clinic
Practical education in criminal procedure from the prosecu-
tion's point of view is a benefit of the Prosecutorial Clinic. Second
and third year students have the opportunity to develop inves-
tigatory and trial skills through assisting local prosecutors in the
Magistrate's Court and the Superior Courts of Clarke and Oconee
counties.
Under the supervision of the clinic director, who is a faculty
member as well as assistant district attorney of Clarke County,
students investigate felony charges through witness and police
interviews, conduct ensuing commitment and various pre-trial
hearings, draw up warrants and indictments, prepare appellate
briefs, and try misdemeanor and felony cases before juries.
Clinic membership is limited to 20 students per law school class.
These students are selected through a try-out program in the
beginning of the second year oflaw studies. Members can earn up
to six quarter hours of academic credit through satisfactory par-
ticipation. Approximately 600 cases were prepared by clinic mem-
bers during the 1979-80 school year.
Legal Aid and Defender Society
Second and third year students in good academic standing who
have expressed an interest in civil and criminal practice are eligible
for membership in the Georgia Legal Aid and Defender Society.
There, under the supervision of a practicing attorney who is also a
member of the faculty, they assist indigent persons (who are
accused of crime or who are experiencing other legal difficulties)
by counseling, investigating, preparing legal documents, and per-
forming all essential preparation for trial. Since the fall of 1967,
through authority of an act of the Georgia General Assembly, third
year law students certified as qualified by the Dean have been
permitted to try cases in local courts.
The Legal Aid Program offers three hours academic credit for a
quarter's work of six hours a week.
A subsidiary of the Legal Aid and Defender Society is the
Prisoner Legal Counseling Project. This project sponsors quarter
internships in legal assistance at the Georgia Diagnostic and
Classification Center in Jackson, Georgia.
Law student interns, under supervision of an experienced attor-
ney, counsel adult male felons who are initially sent to the Diag-
nostic Center before being transferred to correctional institutions
throughout the state. The project seeks to assist prisoners with
personal legal problems and those residual problems connected
with their convictions, as these initial legal difficulties tend to
impede rehabilitation.
During 1979-80 the Legal Aid and Defender Society handled
more than 400 civil cases and 1,000 criminal cases. The Prisoners
Counseling Project conducted more than 2,000 inmate interviews.
STUDENT
PUBLICATIONS
Georgia Law Review
The Georgia Law Review is a quarterly professional publication
managed by law students. The Law Review has two basic pur-
Construction on the new Law Library annex is progressing quite well.
Completion is anticipated for February 1981with formal dedication
ceremonies to be held Law Day Weekend, May 1st and 2nd, 1981.
poses: (I) to publish legal treatises of the highest scholastic caliber
dealing with current topics of law, and (2) to provide selected law
students the opportunity to develop their writing and research
skills beyond that level provided by the normal curriculum. Each
issue of the Review includes articles and book reviews by noted
scholars and practicing attorneys as well as student commentaries
on legal issues and recent court decisions. Membership on the
Georgia Law Review is limited to students who have demon-
strated outstanding academic and writing ability.
Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law
The Georgia Law School has gained an increasingly widespread
reputation as a center for studies in both public and private inter-
national law. The Georgia Journal, established in 1969,provides a
review of recent literature and developments in this field as well as
the publication of in-depth studies by prominent international
scholars.
The Georgia Journal annually publishes three issues which
contain articles by internationally known jurists, United Nations
legal personnel, or U.S. government officials. In addition the
Journal has published official transcripts of conferences and col-
loquia involving esteemed authorities in specific areas of interna-
tionallaw. The Georgia Journal also publishes student notes and
recent decisions and contains a book review section.
The Slip Sheet
As the student published newspaper, The Slip Sheet serves the
law school as a medium of information and ideas, and as a vehicle
for student expression. Under the direction of a student editor-in-
chief, staff members are derived from all three law school classes.
Staff members actively participate in gathering information, writ-
ing articles, and editing copy for the publication which is issued
four times during the academic year.
STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS
Moot Court Program
The Moot Court Program's purpose is to provide an opportunity
for training in the principles of oral and written advocacy, to
provide nationwide exposure to second and third year students
through participation in competitions, to sponsor and coordinate
two intraschool competitions open to all law students and to assist
in the instruction of a first year writing program and a second year
appellate advocacy program. Additionally, the Moot Court Pro-
gram brings continued state and national recognition to the Uni-
versity and the Law School. Over the past ten years, Georgia has
evolved into a major competitive force. The 1979-1980 season was
no exception, as Georgia teams reached the quarterfinals of the
National Moot Court Competition, received awards for the top
two oralists in the country in another competition, proceeded to
the final rounds in yet another national competition and captured
the state championship by sweeping the Intrastate Mock Trial
Competition.
The Georgia Moot Court Board annually sponsors two intra-
school competitions. During the spring quarter of their first year,
individual students are permitted to enter the Richard B. Russell
Competition. Competitors prepare a written appellate brief and
argue the case several times during the competition. By preparing
and arguing a more complex brief, all second and third year
students, in teams of two individuals, are eligible to enter the Law
Day competition. After numerous preliminary rounds, the finals of
both competitions are held on Law Day before distinguished
panels of trial and appellate judges.
In addition to these competitions, the Law School annually
sponsors separate teams for the Intrastate Competition which is
sponsored by the Younger Lawyers Section of the State Bar of
Georgia, the National Moot Court Competition, the Phillip C.
Jessup International Law Competition, the Wagner Labor Law
Competition, the Holderness Competition which focuses on a
constitutional question of law and the American Bar Association
Competition.
At the close of their second year, individuals with demonstrated
ability are invited to join the Moot Court Board. The Board is
composed of an executive chairman, a vice-chairman and one
coordinator for each of the competitions. Board members assist
and counsel team members, organize and administer the intra-
school competitions and serve asjudges for the preliminary rounds
of the competitions.
Student Bar Association
The Student Bar Association provides services for the student
body and acts as a liaison between students and the faculty or
administration. Individuals may join this organization at any time
during their three years of law school and may participate actively
in the governing of students, as well as in the consulting and
advisory role this organization maintains in committees concerned
with policies and procedures that affect all students.
Georgia Society of International and Comparative Law
Members ofthis student organization join the Society in order to
learn from and exchange ideas with individuals in the International
Law arena. To this end, the society sponsors programs, addresses,
and social activities that expose students to problems and issues in
the field of International Law.
Women Law Students Association
Law students may join the WLSA at any time during their law
school career, and may thereby attend seminars, panel discus-
sions, and programs sponsored by this organization. The WLSA is
a service organization actively concerned with providing support
and meeting the special needs of women law students as well as
providing exposure to legal issues involving the status of women in
general. They annually sponsor a community-wide program on
law school and legal careers for women.
Black American Law Student Association
Open to individuals in law school who wish to join, BALSA
sponsors recruiting as well as social service projects that affect
minority students and civil rights causes. In the past such projects
have included detailed exploration and investigation of legal cases
that specifically require the interpretation of civil rights laws.
Phi Alpha Delta
This co-ed international fraternity sponsors service and profes-
sional projects as well as social events. Open to law students who
wish to join, PAD annually produces a Law School Directory of
students and faculty and operates a legal research service for
practicing attorneys.
Environmental Law Association
The Environmental Law Association is composed of students
interested in enhancing and protecting the urban and rural envi-
ronment. Sponsored programs include field trips and discussions
devoted to a better understanding of the environment, and the
environment as it is affected by our laws.
National Lawyers Guild
The National Lawyers Guild is an organization oflawyers, legal
workers,jailhouse lawyers and law students with over 6,000 mem-
bers in 87 chapters throughout the country. The Guild has been in
the forefront of many of the most significant battles for political.
economic and social change. Recent activities of the Athens
Chapter included an address by three Georgia attorneys on Alter-
native Legal Careers and a reception immediately afterward.
Diane Rounds (L), Placement Office Assistant, helps a student locate
placement information in the Resource Center, where all material in
regard to career planning and job hunting is housed.
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Employment Preference Index
Each of the students listed in this directory has expressed an interest in general practice with a law firm. The index expresses each
student's choice of the particular class of employer and field of legal activity in which he or she has a special interest.
NATURE OF EMPLOYER
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ACCOUNTING FIRM
J. Ferguson, III
T. House, Jr.
CORPORA TION
F. Dahmer
C. Hollis
N. McGee
LA W FIRM
S. Alvarez-Mena, III
M. Anglin
T. Atkinson
S. Ballard
H. Bell, Jr.
L. Bennett
A. Booth
J. Burbage, III
C. Candler
B. Carney
J. Childs
J. Dantzler, Jr.
J. Davison
J. Deal
P. Deal
P. DeAngelis
G. Dickinson
M. Dietrichs
D. Downs
C. Dunaway
W. Dunnahoo
L. Elrod
A. Emerson
H. Ferraro
J. Garmon
J. Garthe
J. Gerard
H. Gill, Jr.
S. Griffin
D.Gurr
S. Harrison
D. Haygood
G. Heberton
P. Hill
J. Hodges, III
R. Isaac
L. Isaacson
W. Jenkins
D. Jensen
E. Jones, III
R. LeCraw, II
C. Lee
M. Marani
B. Martin
R. Martin
H. McKinley, III
J. McKoon
C. Modling
1. Moore, III
D. Petti
B. Pope
J. Pritchett, Jr.
W. Propp
T. Quinn
W. Reese
W. Reese, III
K. Resnick
B. Roberts
D. Robertson
J. Ross
Q. Sibley
J. Slagle
J. D. Smith
J. P. Smith
L. A. Smith
L. K. Smith
N. Smith
F. Stearns
1. Steele, J r.
R. Sundberg, II
P. Taylor
B. Terry
J. Van Duys
J. Vaughn
F. Warren, III
A. Watson
A. Weiss
M. Wells
W. Wilson
F. Wright
S. Zimmerman
The University of Georgia School of Law's Library is the eighteenth largest
law school library in the United States based on the American Bar Asso-
ciation statistics for the academic year 1978-79. The Georgia Law Library
houses a total collection of 308,959 volumes.
S. Bowker PROPERTY
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS F. Dahmer J. Dantzler, Jr.
B. Downs. IV L. Farrar
J. Greenbaum D. Robertson
S. Griffin L. Skelton
ACQUISITION & D.Gurr W. Hancock. Jr.
MANAGEMENT OF W. Hancock, Jr. E. Kline
PROSECUTORIAL
BROADCAST PROPERTIES J. Haverty K. Maher
B. Irwin
M. Anglin G. Heberton C. Modling PUBLIC CONTRACTS
ADMINISTRATIVE
C. Hollis N. Tocups H. Bell, Jr.
T. House, Jr. F. Warren. III
ADVOCACY R. Isaac PUBLIC INTEREST
J. Clark. Jr. JUDICIARY
C. Hollis
E. Kline C. Taylor T. Coen
W. Swartz
K. Maher K. Kalivoda
M. Marani LABOR LAW
BANKRUPTCY R. Martin T. Quinn
REAL ESTATE
F. Wright H. McKinley, III J. P. Smith
J. Childs
J. McKoon J. Stone J. Garthe
BUSINESS B. Pope H. Gill. Jr.
J. McGee W. Propp LITIGATION M. Marani
J. Ross T. Quinn M. Anglin
J. D. Smith
J. P. Smith W. Reece D. Aronin TAX
W. Reece. III T. Atkinson
CIVIL J. Sauer L. Bennett
H. Barksdale
A. Emerson E. Smith A. Booth
R. Bell
J. Greenbaum J. D. Smith B. Carney
P. Bowers
S. Griffin J. Stone T. Coen
F. Bright
S. Harrison R. Sundberg, II J. Dantzler, Jr.
J. Butler
A. Weiss J. Davison
J. Deal
CIVIL RIGHTS J. Deal
J. Ferguson, III
M. Wallace CRIMINAL P. Deal D.Gurr
J. Butler G. Dickinson T. House, Jr.
COMMERCIAL C. Frier M. Dietrichs B. Pope
S. Alvarez-Mena, III B. Irwin W. Dunnahoo J. Sauer
H. Bell, Jr. M. Jackson A. Emerson L. A. Smith
P. Bowers D. Lock C. Frier R. Sundberg, II
S. Bowker N. Smith J. Garmon J. Van Duys
P. DeAngelis L. Stephens J. Haverty A. Watson
C. Dunaway S. Zimmerman W. Ingram A. Weiss
L. Elrod
H. Gill, Jr. ENVIRONMENT AL
R. Isaac TITLE VII
W. Jenkins J. Clark, Jr.
L. Isaacson M. Wallace
D. Jensen L. Farrar
M. Jackson
K. Resnick N. McGee
D. Jensen TRUSTS & ESTATES
B. Roberts J. Staak
R. LeCraw. II F. Bright
J. Slagle C. Woodruff
D. Lock J. Butler
B. Terry
R. Martin J. Davison
J. Van Duys FAMILY LAW
H. McKinley. III P. DeAngelis
W. Jenkins J. McKoon M. Dietrichs
CONSTITUTIONAL M. Wells C. Modling J. Ferguson, III
M. Anglin R. Paul J. Garthe
K. Kalivoda GENERAL PRACTICE D. Petti G. Heberton
R. Paul T. Atkinson W. Propp N. Pride
C. Candler W. Reece B. Roberts
CONSTRUCTION P. Deal W. Reece. III D. Robertson
J. Staak D. Downs K. Resnick J. Ross
W. Dunnahoo L.K. Smith J. Slagle
CONSUMER J. Gerard L. Stephens L. A. Smith
D. Thomas D. Haygood C. Taylor L. K. Smith
CORPORATE
F. Steams N. Tocups N. Smith
D. Aronin
P. Taylor F. Warren. III F. Stearns
J. Barksdale
J. Vaughn A. Watson W. Swartz
R. Bell
F. Wright M. Wells
W. Wilson WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
J. Childs IMMIGRA TION C. Woodruff L. Skelton
F. Dahmer B. Downs, IV S. Zimmerman
C. Dickinson
C. Dunaway INTERNATIONAL NEGOTIATION
J. Garmon S. Alvarez-Mena, III L. Isaacson
II
SERGIO ALV AREZ-MENA, III
Milledgeville, Georgia. Age 22. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. summa cum laude in political science,
Loyola University, 1978. Academic scholarship; Alpha Sigma Nu Honorary; First Honors Graduate;
University Fellow; Pi Sigma Alpha Honorary; Phi Kappa Theta Social Fraternity; Captain, College Bowl
Team; Copy Editor, Loyola Maroon; Varsity tennis; National Finalist, Carnegie Endowment for the
Humanities Fellowship; Coordinator, Livingston Congressional Campaign. (Bi-lingual in Spanish and
English).
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Welbein Cody Memorial Scholarship Recipient; Edito-
rial Board, Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law; Author, "Mexican Investment Trusts:
The Use of Equitable Title to Satisfy Mexicanization"; Research and Writing Staff, Law Student Legal
Research Service; Secretary-Clerk, Phi Delta Phi Legal Fraternity; Student Representative, Faculty and
Minority Faculty Recruitment; Student Bar Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Harris, Watkins, Davis and Chambless, Macon, Ga., summer 1980;
Law Clerk, Georgia Legal Services, Milledgeville, Ga., summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Commercial; International.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
MICHAEL PAGE ANDERSEN
New Smyrna Beach, Florida. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. summa cum laude in political science,
University of Georgia, 1978. Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Prosecutorial Clinic.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Bradford, Williams, McKay, Kimbrell, Hamann, Jennings &
Kniskern, P.A., Miami, Florida, summer 1980;Law Clerk, Bryan M. Thomas, Orlando, Florida, summer
1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: July, 1981.
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MARY KATHRYN ANGLIN
Savannah, Georgia. Age 25. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: Courses in Governmental Administration
Program, including economic management, political science, and administrative law, Georgia State Uni-
versity, 1977-78. B.A. in journalism, Louisiana State University, 1976. Phi Kappa Phi; Society of Profes-
sional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, Secretary-Treasurer; Reporter for The Daily Reveille; Disc jockey at
student radio station; News Editor for The LSU Journalist; Staff Editor for Manchac (student literary
magazine); Independent Studies in First Amendment Journalistic Testimonial Privilege and City Govern-
ment Reporting; Member, Women in Communications, Inc.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Prosecutorial Clinic; Managing Editor of The Slip Sheet;
Women Law Students Association; Disc jockey at University of Georgia student radio station (WUOG);
Member, ABA/LSD.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Student Assistant, May 1979 to present, University of Georgia Law Library;
Teleservice Representative, September, 1976 to June, 1978, Social Security Administration, Atlanta;
Advertising Copywriter, May 1976to September 1976,WSAV Radio (now WKBX), Savannah; Advertis-
ing Copywriter, May 1975 to August 1975, WXLM-FM, Savannah; Sports Writer, September 1974 to
November 1975 and September 1975 to November 1975,Morning Advocate, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Acquisition and Management of Broadcast properties; Constitutional
Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: March, 1981.
DONALD JAY ARONIN
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.B.A. magna cum {aude in accounting,
University of Georgia, 1978. Phi Kappa Phi Honorary Society; Beta Alpha Psi (accounting honor society);
Alpha Epsilon Pi; Intramural sports.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Coach, 1980 Client-Counseling team; Member, 1979
Client-Counseling team; Phi Delta Phi; Student Bar Association; Intramural sports.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Haas, Holland, Lipshutz, Levison & Gibert, Atlanta, Georgia,
summer 1980; Legal Intern, Governor's Legal Counsel, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1979; Accountant
Intern, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., Atlanta, Georgia, winter and summer 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corporate; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
TERESA V. ATKINSON
Marietta, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B.J. summa cum {aude in public relations,
University of Georgia, 1978. Phi Kappa Phi; Student Senator; Kappa Delta Sorority; Most Outstanding
UGA Sophomore Woman; Dorm Council President; Omicron Delta Kappa; Blue Key (national honor
fraternity); Most Outstanding Journalism Student in Honors Program; Senior Superlative; Who's Who in
American Colleges & Universities.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Prosecutorial Clinic; C&S Will Drafting Finalist; Cas-
tellow Scholarship Recipient; Phi Delta Phi; Vice President, Student Bar Association; Law School
Intramurals; Palladia Women's Honorary.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Carter, Ansley, Smith & McLendon, Atlanta, Georgia, summer
1980;Research Assistant, Professor Verner Chaffin, UGA School of Law, spring 1980;Legal Intern, Cobb
County Solicitor's Office, summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: General Practice; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
STEVEN H. BALLARD
Forest Park, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S.I.M. with High Honor, Georgia Tech,
1978. Georgia Tech Solar Energy Project; Young Democrats of Clayton County, Public Relations Chair-
man.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Co-Chairman, Georgia Chapter, Citizen's Commission
of Inquiry.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Hodges, Hodges and Ingram, Forest Park, Georgia, summer 1979;
Microfilmer, American Agency Life Insurance Co., Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1978;Research Assistant,
Solar Energy Project, Georgia Tech, Atlanta, Georgia, September 1977 to June 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia; Far West.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: July, 1981.
JEFFREY LYNN BALLEW
Berwyn Heights, Maryland. Age 25. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in psychology, Emory University, 1977.
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, President, Rush Chairman.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; Legal Aid & Defender Society.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Manager, New York Life Insurance Co., Atlanta, Georgia, 1977-78.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
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HAMILTON OTHAL BARKSDALE
Ft. Worth, Texas. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: JD/M.ACe., School of Business, University
of Georgia Goint enrollment program) anticipate M.ACe. in 1982.B.S. in industrial management, minor in
economics, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1978. ANAK (Ga. Tech honor society); Vice President,
Student Government; President, Economics Society; Ga. Tech Afro-American Association, Counsel;
Varsity Football; Finance Committee, President's Committee on Minority Affairs.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: B.A.L.S.A. (local treasurer, national treasurer); Fred-
erick Douglas Moot Court, National Finalist; Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law,
Research Editor; Honor Court; Phi A]pha Delta; W.L.S.A.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, summer ]979; Law Clerk,
Sturns, Jackson & Haynes, summer 1978;Meade Packaging Division, Meade Corporation, summer ]977;
Intern, Department of Human Resources, summer 1976; Vice-President, H.M.B. Enterprises, 1972 to
present.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corporate; Tax.
LOCATION PREFERRED: North Central Texas, Dallas or Ft. Worth.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: January, 1982.
HUBERT J. BELL, JR.
Elberton, Georgia. Age 38. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M.A. in human resource development,
Pacific Lutheran University, 1974. A.B. in international relations, Davidson College, 1966. Academic
Scholarship; Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity; Rifle Team; Wrestling Team; Fraternity House Manager.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Honor Court Justice; Student Bar Association; Law
Student Division, American Bar Association; ABA Public Contracts Section.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Smith, Currie & Hancock, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980; Law
Clerk, Southeastern Legal Foundation, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1979; Military Officer (Procurement,
Aviation), U.S. Army, 1966-1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Public Contracts (Government Procurement); Commercial Law.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
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RICHARD WHITTEMORE BELL
Stone Mountain, Georgia. Age 25. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M.B.A. in accounting, Emory University,
1978. Graduate Business Association, Intramural Sports. B.S. magna cum laude in business
administration/political studies, Presbyterian College, 1977. The Wall Street Journal Award; Academic
Citation Award; Founder's Scholarship; Sigma Kappa Alpha Honor Society; Dean's List; Blue Key; Alpha
Sigma Phi· Fraternity; Student Volunteer Services.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Moot Court; Finalist, Regional American Bar Associa-
tion National Appellate Advocacy Competition; Finalist, C&S Bank Will Drafting Contest; Dean's List;
Beta Alpha Psi; Tax Clinic; Committee on Significant Literature in Real Property, Probate and Trust
Section, American Bar Association; Student Associate, Georgia Bar Association; Student Bar Associa-
tion.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Teaching Assistant, University of Georgia School of Business, 1980-81;Law
Clerk, Georgia-Pacific Corporation, Crossett, Arkansas, summer 1980; Clerk, Dekalb County Revenue
Collections, Decatur, Georgia, summers of 1979, 1977and 1976; Internal Auditors Intern, Equifax, Inc.,
Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Taxation; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
,
LUANNA LEE BENNETT
Atlanta, Georgia, Age 24, Single,
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B, in English, Georgia State University,
1978, Omicron Delta Kappa; Mortar Board; Student Government Association, Secretary; Arts and
Sciences Representative; Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority,
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Society for International and Comparative Law,
Secretary; Jessup International Moot Court Competition Standing Committee; Student Bar Association,
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Governor's Intern Program, Department of Human Resources, Facilities Sup-
port Unit.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
ALEXANDER HOOD BOOTH
Commerce, Georgia. Age 25. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: General studies, George Washington Univer-
sity, 1978. Young Agricultural Specialist Exchange Program with the Soviet Union, Leader of American
Delegation. B.S.A. cum laude in agricultural economics, University of Georgia, 1978.Sphinx; President of
Ag Hill Council; Vice President of Blue Key; Alumni Award for the UGA Outstanding Senior; Phi Kappa
Phi; Student Senator; University Council Representative; Omicron Delta Kappa; Most Outstanding Senior
in College of Agriculture.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Moot Court, National Team member; Intrastate Com-
petition, Runner-up for Best Oralist; Talmadge Competition, Semi-Finals; Gridiron Secret Society, Presi-
dent; Georgia Journal of International and Comparative La\\'.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Fortson, Bentley and Griffin, Athens, Georgia, June 1979 to
present; Program Assistant, National4-H Center, Washington, D. C., summers 1976and 1977:Clerk, U.S.
Senate Documents Room, Senator Herman E, Talmadge, Washington, D. C" 1974-1975.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation,
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open,
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
PHILIP RAY BOWERS
Forest Park, Georgia, Age 29. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M,B,A" Georgia State University, 1973.
B,S, magna cum laude in accounting and business management, David Lipscomb College, 1972. Honor
scholarship; Dean's List; Wall Street Journal Award for Outstanding Business Graduate of 1972,
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Woodruff Scholar; Third place in C&S Will Drafting
Contest.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Fortson, Bentley and Griffin, Athens, Georgia, June 1979 to
present; C.P,A" Gaddis and Eidson, Atlanta, Georgia, June 1974 to September 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Taxation; Commercial.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Georgia,
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
SCOTT WILSON BOWKER
Stone Mountain, Georgia, Age 25, Single,
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B, magna cum laude in political science,
University of Georgia, 1978, Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi.
LAWSCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Journal of International and Comparative La\\',
Editorial Board, 1979-80;Research Editor, Managing Board, 1980-81;Georgia Society ofInternational and
Comparative Law; Student Bar Association; ABA/LSD.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Governor's Intern, Judge John Smith, Workman's Compensation Board, sum-
mer 1980.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open,
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: International; Commercial.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open,
DATE OF AVAILABILlTY: June, 1981.
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FREDRIC DANIEL BRIGHT
Baltimore, Maryland. Age 25. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in history, Emory University, 1977.
Business Manager, Emory Wheel; Executive Board, Emory Wheel; Publications Council, Emory Univer-
sity; Varsity Track Team; Alpha Epsilon Upsilon (Scholastic honor society); Phi Alpha Theta (history
honor society); Alpha Epsilon Pi; Georgia Governor's Internship Program; Winship Rathskellar (campus
theatre) .
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Assistant, University of Georgia School of Law,
Law Library; Moot Court Talmadge Competition.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Research Assistant. Judicial Council/Administrative Office of the Courts,
Atlanta, Georgia, 1978;Manager, Pizza Hut Restaurant, Stone Mountain, Georgia, 1977;Research Assis-
tant, Governor's Office of Planning and Budget, Atlanta, Georgia, winter quarter 1976.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Taxation; Estate Planning.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JESSE SAMUEL BURBAGE, III
Carrollton, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. with Highest Honors in political sci-
ence, West Georgia College, 1977.Georgia University System Board of Regents Finance Committee, sole
Student Representative; Student Government Association, President; Debate Scholarship; Rotary Inter-
national Scholarship, Ruhr Universitat Bochum, West Germany, Fash RechtsH'issenshaji (Law School),
September 1977 to July 1978.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: 1980-81Georgia La\1' RlTieH' Managing Board, Execu-
tive Research Editor; 1979-80;Georgia LaH' RevieH', staff; 1979-80Moot Court Team, Wagner Labor Law
Competition, New York University; Second place, 1978Russell Moot Court Competition, University of
Georgia.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Kilpatrick & Cody, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: August, 1981.
BARRY WAKEFIELD BURT
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M.B.A. in finance, University of Georgia,
1981. (joint enrollment program, J.D./M.B.A.). B.S. in business administration, University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1978. Phi Beta Kappa; Beta Gamma Sigma (national business academic/honorary
fraternity); Phi Eta Sigma (national freshman academic/honorary fraternity); Zeta Beta Tau (social frater-
nity): Rush Chairman, Pledge Trainer, twice Chairman of annual charity drive.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Semi-Finalist, Talmadge Moot Court Competition;
Castellow Scholarship Recipient; Phi Delta Phi Law Fraternity.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Morton, Payne and Rachelson, Atlanta, Ga., summer 1980;Tele-
phone Installer, Southern Bell, Athens, Georgia, summer 1979; Messenger, Alston, Miller & Gaines,
Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: January, 1982.
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JEFFREY MILES BUTLER
Marietta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. cum laude in history, Mercer Univer-
sity, 1978. National Historical Society.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Legal Aid Program.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Sales Clerk, Commission Salesman, J.e. Penney, Treasure Island, Marietta,
Georgia.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Criminal Law; Estate and Tax Law.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
CLARK ELLISON CANDLER
Decatur, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. cum laude in history, Davidson Col-
lege, 1978. Member of Student Senate, Student Government Association; Elections Council Chairman;
Officer, Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Journal of International and Comparative
Law; Legal Aid and Defender Society; Phi Delta Phi; Student Bar Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Clerk, Court of Appeals of Georgia, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980; Clerk,
Chief Judge Braswell D. Deen, Jr., Judge Arnold Shulman, Judge George H. Carley, Court of Appeals of
Georgia, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1979; Clerk, McCurdy & Candler, Decatur, Georgia, summers 1974-
1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: General Practice.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
BRIAN SHEEN CARNEY
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 28. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in history, Mercer University, 1974.
Soccer Team; Kappa Sigma; Phi Eta Sigma; Resident Advisor: Dorm Director; Blue Key; Who's Who;
Student Government Association.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Libel Party 1980; Christian Legal Society.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Phillips, Hart and Mozley, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980; Law
Clerk, Horne and Bruce (formerly Horne and Harris), Athens, Georgia, 1979-1980 school year; Claims
Investigator, Georgia Adjustment Co., Athens, Georgia, 1979-80school year; Claims Adjuster, Crawford
and Company, Columbia, South Carolina, 1976-1978
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
ANN DELORES CARROLL
Playa del Rey, California. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in economics, University of Virginia,
1978. Madison House Tutoring Program; Corks and Curls, Staff.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Law Review, author of Note, "Wills and the
Attorney-Client Privilege," 14 Ga. L. Rev. 325: Research Editor, Georgia Law Review; Women Law
Students Association; Student Bar Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Nicholson, De Pascale and McArthur, Athens, Georgia, February
1980 to present.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JANE LOUISE CHILDS
Decatur, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. cum laude in history, Davidson Col-
lege, 1978.W. L. McKeithen Scholarship recipient; Charles M. Dana Scholar; President, Rho Alpha Chi
(co-ed fraternity); College Union Board member; Disc jockey, WDAV.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Editorial Board, Georgia Law Review; Bryant T. Cas-
tellow Scholarship recipient.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Gambrell, Russell and Forbes, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980;
Legal Intern, Central Atlanta Progress, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Real Estate; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: July, 1981.
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Waycross, Georgia, Age 25. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: Emory University, 1975-76; Member, Eta
Sigma Phi (classics honor fraternity); A.B. in English, Davidson College, 1978.Student Senator; Editor of
Course Evaluation Committee's Spring 1977Course Description/Evaluation booklet; Summer quarter of
studies in English and History at St. Anne's College, Oxford, England, 1977.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Intramural softball, soccer; Student Bar Association,
1978-79.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Salad Chef. Fott's Restaurant, St. Simon's Island, Georgia, summer 1978;
Assembly line worker, Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Waycross, Georgia, summer 1974.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open,
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
Roswell, Georgia. Age 25. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. ma[?na cum taude in political science,
Georgia Southern College, 1977. Faculty Excellent Scholarship Award, 4 year recipient; Distinguished
Achievement in Political Science Award; Research Chairman, Model U.N, Delegation; Freshman Dorm
Council; Theatre; Writer, Student Newspaper.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Law Review, staff, 1979-80; Notes Editor,
1980-81;Committee member, ABA Real Property, Probate and Trust Law Section; Recent Decision, "11th
Amendment: Kimble v, Soloman," 14Ga, Law Review 135 (1979),
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Hansell, Post, Brandon & Dorsey, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980;
Law Clerk, McLain, Mellen, Bowling & Hickman, Atlanta, Georgia, 1979-80;Law Clerk, South Carolina
Department Health & Environmental Control, Columbia, South Carolina, spring 1979; Administrative
Assistant, Georgia Pardons & Parole Board, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1977,
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open,
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Public Interest.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: July, 1981.
JOSEPH C. CLARK, JR.
Rock Hill, South Carolina. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. with Honor in forest management,
Clemson University, 1978. Student Body Treasurer; Alpha Phi Omega (national science fraternity);
Chancellor, Alpha Zeta (agricultural honorary); Xi Sigma Pi (forestry honorary); Harrison Freeman
Lathrop Award Recipient (outstanding senior in forest management); Blue Key (national honor fraternity);
Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges and Universities; Chairman, Society of American
Forestries.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; Chairman, Lumpkin House
Committee, SBA; Joseph Henry Lumpkin Foundation; Resident Assistant, University of Georgia Resi-
dence Halls; American Bar Association/Law Student Division.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Presently employed by University of Georgia Department of Housing; Five
summers as Forest Technician, Catawba Timber Company, performing stand sampling,
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Industry.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Environmental; Administrative.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast; Southwest.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: July, 1981.
ELIZABETH L. DAHLBERG
Stone Mountain, Georgia, Age 27. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A, cum taude in political science, Univer-
sity of Tennessee, Knoxville, 1974. Student Representative, Political Science Department Undergraduate
Curriculum Committee; Kappa Kappa Gamma; Undergraduate Political Science Students Association;
Young Democrats.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; American Bar Association/
Law Student Division; Law Students Legal Research Service; Women Law Students Association; Delta
Theta Phi.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Secretary, Troutman, Sanders, Lockerman & Ashmore, summer 1979; Ad-
ministrative Assistant, Trust Department, First National Bank of Atlanta, summer 1978; Legal Assistant,
Lewis & Blair, November I977-April 1978; Secretary, Shulman, Bauer, Deitch, Raines & Hester, 1977.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open,
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open,
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JAMES DANIEL CLARK
TIMOTHY F. COEN
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FORREST K. DAHMER
Kiel, Wisconsin. Age 28. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M.S. in systems management, University of
Southern California, 1978. B.S. Distinguished Graduate in engineering mechanics, United States Air Force
Academy, 1973. Cadet Group Staff; Athletic Officer; Rally Committee; Airborne.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: President. Student Bar Association 1980-81;President,
Second year class 1979-80;Brussels Seminar on the European Economic Community, Summer 1979;The
Hague Academy of International Law summer, 1979 (public), summer, 1980(private).
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Georgia-Pacific Corporation, Portland, Oregon, summer 1980;
Officer/Pilot, United States Air Force 1973-1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Corporation.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: International; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JAMES DAVID DANTZLER, JR.
Decatur, Georgia. Age 26. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S.Ed. in mathematics. University of Geor-
gia, 1976.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Moot Court Board, 1980-81;Moot Court Competitive
Team, 1979-80; Prosecutorial Clinic, 1979-81;Class President 1978-79; Phi Delta Phi.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Clerk. Judge Osgood William. Fulton County Superior Court, summer 1980;
Mathematics teacher, Cross Keys High School, DeKalb County Board of Education, Clarkston, Georgia,
August 1976 to August 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Property.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JOHN ARTHUR DAVISON
Augusta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.B.A. cum laude in accounting, University
of Georgia, 1978. Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society; Pre-law Club.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Author of Case Comment appearing in 14 Ga. Law
RevieH' 378 (1980); Staff Member, Georgia Law Review; Research Assistant to Professor O. Lee Reed,
UGA School of Accounting; Finalist, 1980C&S Will Drafting Competition; Student Bar Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Research Assistant, Professor O. Lee Reed, University of Georgia School of
Accounting, academic year 1980-81;Law Clerk, Saul, Blount and Martin, Augusta, Georgia, summers 1979
and 1980.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Trusts and Estates.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JAMES BANKS DEAL
Brunswick, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.B.A. cum laude and general honors in
accounting, University of Georgia, 1978. Phi Kappa Phi (national business honorary); Lambda Chi Alpha
(social fraternity), Executive Committee, Officer for three years; Honors Program.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Moot Court Executive Board; American Bar Associa-
tion National Appellate Advocacy Competition, Coach 1981;Competitive member, National Finals 1980;
Phi Delta Phi, President, Treasurer.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Business Law Teaching Assistant, University of Georgia School of Business
Administration, 1980-81;Law Clerk, Telford, Stewart & Stephens, Gainesville, Georgia, summer 1980;
Legislative Research, Senator Herman Talmadge, summer 1979; Employed by Georgia-Pacific Corp.,
Brunswick, Georgia, in production, warehousing and shipping departments during summers 1974-78.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Tax.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: July, 1981.
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PAMELA ELLIS DEAL
Panama City, Florida. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M.A. in history, University of South
Carolina, 1973. B.A. cum laude in social studies education, University of South Carolina, 1972;A.A., Gulf
Coast Community College. President, Sophomore class; Commissioner, Student Government Association;
Intercollegiate Debate; Co-editor, Student Directory; Student Representative for Faculty Research and
Development Committee.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Vice President, Third year class; Student Bar Associa-
tion; American Bar Association/Law Student Division; Women Law Students Association; Intramural
Sports.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Sanders and Deal, Clemson, South Carolina, summer 1980;Real
Estate salesperson and broker, Gage Realty, Clemson, South Carolina, 1978; Social Security Disability
Examiner, South Carolina Department of Vocational Rehabilitation, Columbia, S. c., 1973-1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; General Practice.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Coastal South.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. with Highest Honors in international
business, Auburn University, 1978.Mortar Board; Omicron Delta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi; Who's Who in
American Universities & Colleges.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Law Review, Comments Editor, 1980-81;Staff,
1979-80;Author, Case Comments, 14Ga. Law Review 116,344; Quarter finalist, Talmadge Moot Court
Competition, 1980; Honor Court Justice, 1979-80; Student Member, Faculty Curriculum Committee.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Harman, Asbill, Roach & Nellis, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980;
Law Clerk, Judge Marian Guess, Jr., DeKalb County Probate Court, Decatur, Georgia, summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corporate; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
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GEORGETT B. DICKINSON
PAMELA DeANGELIS
Savannah, Georgia. Age 29. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S.Ed. magna c/lm laude in social science
education, University of Georgia, 1976. Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Alpha Theta (history honorary society);
Lectures Division, University Union.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia LllIl' Re\'iew, Staff 1979-80; Business Law
Teaching Assistant, 1980-81;Student Bar Association; First Year Vice President; Castellow Scholarship
Recipient; Student Bar Association Scholarship Recipient; Library Committee; Re-admissions Commit-
tee.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Smith, Moore, Smith, Schell & Hunter, Greensboro, North
Carolina, summer 1980;Law Clerk, Friedman, Haslam & Weiner, P.c., Savannah, Georgia, summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Commercial; Estate Planning.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
MARK THOMAS DIETRICHS
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. with distinction in American govern-
ment, University of Virginia, 1978.President & Rush Chairman, Delta Tau Delta fraternity; Investigator &
Representative, Interfraternity Council; John B. Minor Pre-Law Society; First Year Student Council.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: 1980Jessup International Law Moot Court Team; Notes
Editor, Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law; Treasurer, Georgia Society of Interna-
tional and Comparative Law; Student Bar Association; Law Student Division/ American Bar Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Swift, Currie, McGhee & Hiers, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980;
Administrative Assistant, Alston, Miller & Gaines, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Trusts & Estates.
LOCATION PREFERRED: South.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: July, 1981.
BERTIS E. DOWNS, IV
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 24. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. cum laude in history, Davidson Col-
lege, 1978. Member, Student Media Board; Sports Editor, Yearbook; Programmer, WDAV-FM (student
radio).
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Executive Editor, Georgia Journal oj1nternational and
Comparative Lalt', 1980-81; Symposium Note, Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Lal\",
Vol. 10:3.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Department of Commerce, Office of the General Counsel for
Industry and Trade, Washington, D. c., summer 1980; Law Clerk, Hudson and Montgomery, Athens,
Georgia, 1979-80.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: International; Immigration.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
DORIS L. DOWNS
West Point, Georgia. Age 25. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in political science, University of Geor-
gia, 1976.Alpha Lambda Delta (freshman honorary); Dean Tate Outstanding Sophomore Woman Award;
Mortar Board; Phi Kappa Phi; Honors Program; Student Association Council Member; Student Govern-
ment Association; University Union; Chi Omega Sorority, Treasurer.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Women Law Students Association; Student Bar Asso-
ciation; American Bar Association/Law Student Division.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Judge Marshall, Supreme Court of Georgia, Atlanta, Georgia,
summer 1980;Frostgate Whses., Inc., Pelham. Georgia, seasonal officework in tobacco market-in charge
of complying with government regulations; Legislative Alert, tracking legislation for the Ga. Co. Welfare
Association.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: General Practice.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
CHARLES GLENN DUNAWAY
Thomaston, Georgia. Age 22. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. magna cum laude in psychology, Uni-
versity of Georgia, 1978. Phi Beta Kappa; Independent research in biofeedback, behavior modification.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, U.S. Attorney, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980;Law Clerk, Cook,
Noell, Tolley and Aldridge, Athens, Georgia, winter-spring 1980.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Commercial; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
WILLIAM MICHAEL DUNNAHOO
Thomaston, Georgia. Age 26. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. magna cum laude in history, Georgia
Southern College, 1976;A.B. in pre-law, Middle Georgia College, 1974. Phi Theta Kappa; Gamma Beta
Phi; Intramurals; Residence Council Judiciary; Phi Kappa Phi (upper 5% of class).
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; American Bar Association;
Christian Legal Society; Orientation Leader; Legal Aid.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, J. Owens Smith, Watkinsville, Georgia, February to May, 1980;
Instructor, Legal Research and Writing, J. Owens Smith, University of Georgia (Environmental Law),
February to March 1980;Computer Programmer, Thomaston Mills, Thomaston, Georgia, September 1977
to September 1978; Computer Operator, Thomaston Mills, Thomaston, Georgia, September 1976 to
September 1977.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: General Practice; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
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LAURA ELROD
Decatur, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. magna cum laude in political science,
University of Georgia, 1977. Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi; Zeta Tau Alpha (social sorority).
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Law Review, Staff, 1979-80;Comments Editor,
1980-81.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Kutak, Rock and Huie, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Commercial Law.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
ANDREW F. EMERSON
Oklawaha, Florida. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. summa cum laude in history, Bryan
College, 1978.President of the Class of 1978,Bryan College; Member of Student Senate; Student Assistant
in Department of History.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia La\t' Review; Recipient of American Jurispru-
dence Award for Excellence in Criminal Law, First Year Award in Criminal Law; Semi-Finalist in
Talmadge Moot Court Completion; Nomination for Best Brief, Russell Moot Court Competition; Dean's
List.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk. Baker, Glast, Riddle, Tuttle & Elliot, Dallas, Texas, summer 1980;
Law Clerk, Chris Harris, Attorney at Law, Arlington. Texas, summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; General Civil.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Dallas; Ft. Worth, Texas.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
LINDA GA YE FARRAR
Dalton, Georgia. Age 25. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. in microbiology, University of Georgia,
1977.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Environmental Law Society; Student Bar Association;
1980 Law Day Committee; American Bar Association/Law Student Division; American Bar
Association/Natural Resources Division.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Kinney, Kemp, Pickell, Averett and Sponcler, Dalton, Georgia,
summer 1980; Laboratory Technician, University of Georgia Department of Agronomy, summer 1979;
Laboratory technician, University of Georgia Department of Zoology, 1977-78.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Environmental; Property.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JOSEPH MILTON FERGUSON, III
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.B.A. cum laude in accounting, University
of Georgia, 1978. Beta Alpha Psi (accounting honorary society); Beta Gamma Sigma (business honor
society); Justice, Student Judiciary; Sigma Alpha Epsilon (social fraternity).
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; Intramurals; Legal Aid; Ap-
pellate Practice; Environmental Law Society; Phi Delta Phi.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Partner, The Sodfather, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1979; Partner, Superior
Tennis Court Resurfacers, summers 1979, 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Tax Department Accounting Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Tax; Estate Planning.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
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HELEN T. FERRARO
Savannah, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. summa cum laude in criminal justice,
Armstrong State College, 1978.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georr;ia Lal1' Reviel1'; Student Bar Association; Women
Law Students Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Smith, Cohen, Ringel, Kohler & Martin, Atlanta, Georgia, and
Mahoney, Hadlow & Adams, Jacksonville, Florida, summer 1980; Law Clerk, Union Camp Corp"
Savannah, Georgia, summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: August, 1981.
HERBERT EDGAR FRANKLIN, JR.
, Wildwood, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. magna cum laude in political science,
West Georgia College, 1977.Phi Kappa Phi; Phi Eta Sigma; Pi Gamma Mu (social science honor society);
Presidential Scholars.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; Student Division of the Ameri-
can Bar Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Worked from truck driver to general laborer for Hamilton Concrete Products,
Chattanooga, Tennessee, summers 1970-79.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
CHARLES HENRY FRIER
Athens, Georgia. Age 30. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M.A.T. in secondary school teaching, Tren-
ton State College, 1973. Graduate Assistant in Department of Educational Field Experiences. B.A. in
history, Rutgers University, 1971. Member, Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Prosecutorial Clinic; Research Assistant to Associate
Dean Walter Ray Phillips, UGA Law School.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Legal Intern, District Attorney's office, Athens, Georgia, summer 1980; Re-
search Assistant to Associate Dean Walter Ray Phillips, Athens, Georgia. summer 1979;Research Aide,
Center for Demographic Studies, Durham, North Carolina, 1978; Secondary school teacher, Lakewood
'. Prep, Howell, New Jersey, 1974-77;Clerk, United States Postal Service, Toms River, New Jersey, 1973-74.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Criminal.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Metropolitan.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JEFFREY DALE GARMON
Norcross, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in history, Stetson University, 1978.
Sigma Phi Epsilon (social fraternity), Offices held: Executive Counsel, Corresponding Secretary, I.F.C.
Representative, Senior Marshall; Phi Alpha Theta (history honorary).
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Phi Delta Phi.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Stock Clerk, Alterman Foods, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia, summers 1975 to pres-
ent.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
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J. STEVEN GAR THE
Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia. Age 23. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. cum luude in political science, Georgia
State University, 1978.Dean's Scholarship Key; Mortar Board; Outstanding Scholarship Award; Regents
Scholarship, Recipient; World Affairs Council, member.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Law Review, 1979-80, staff member; Finalist,
1980 C&S Will Drafting Contest; Troutman Scholarship. Recipient; Intramural Sports; American Bar
Association/Law Student Division, member.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Erwin, Epting, Gibson, McLeod, and Blasingame, Athens, Geor-
gia 1979-80school year and summer 1980.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Estate Planning; Real Estate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Coastal South.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, ]981.
JAMES PHILIP GERARD
Ithaca, New York. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. cum laude in economics, Duke Univer-
sity, 1977.Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity, Duke University Marching Band; Intramural Tennis, Track, and
Basketball.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Law Student Legal Research Service; Law School
Newspaper Staff; Student Bar Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Horne & Bruce, Athens, Georgia, summer 1980;Cornell Univer-
sity School of Veterinary Medicine, Research Assistant.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: General; Civil Practice.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
HAROLD EDWARD GILL, JR.
Woodbury, Georgia. Age 23. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in political science, University of Geor-
gia, 1978; Attended Furman University, 1974-76. Tau Kappa Epsilon (Chaplain, 1977-78); Defender-
Advocate Society: Pi Sigma Alpha (political science honor society); Pre-law Club; Furman University
Oratorio Chorus; Athens March of Dimes.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Phi Delta Phi; Student Bar Association; Intramurals.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Elliott & Turner, Manchester, Georgia, summer 1980; Research
Assistant to Fred Roney, District Court Administrator for 6th Judicial District, summer 1979; Helper/
Installer, Four Point L.P. Gas Company, Woodbury, Georgia, summers 1970-78.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Real Estate; Commercial Law.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JUDY GREENBAUM
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. magna cum laude in political science,
University of Georgia, 1978. Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi; Pi Sigma Alpha (political science honorary);
Honors Program; Regents Scholarship; Delta Phi Epsilon sorority, (treasurer, member at large); Pre-Law
Club; University of Georgia Varsity Wrestling Statistician.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law.
Editorial Board 1979-80;Articles Editor, 1980-81;Student Bar Association, social committee; Women Law
Students Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Intern, State Crime Commission, 1980. Intern, Center for Disease Control,1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: International; General.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
SCHAUNE CALDWELL GRIFFIN
Columbus, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. magna cum [aude in French, Valdosta
State College, 1977. Annie Powe Hopper Award (Most Outstanding Graduate); Whitehead Scholarship,
recipient; Phi Kappa Phi Honor Fraternity; Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Fraternity (vice president); VSC
Debate Forum - 1st Place, University of Florida International Debate Tournament; Host, Weekly French
Radio Show, WVVS-FM; Delegate, National Model United Nations, New York, 1976, 1977.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Staff, Georgia Law Review; Brussels Seminar on the
Law of the European Community and the Hague Academy ofInternational Law; Student Member, Faculty
Admissions Committee; Executive Board, Georgia Society of International and Comparative Law.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Atlanta Legal Aid, summer 1980; Research assistant, Rusk Center, summer
1979;Law Clerk, Duncan, Allen and Mitchell, Kinshasa, Zaire, 1977-78;Freelance translator-interpreter,
USAID and American Embassy, Kinshasa, Zaire, 1977-78.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: General; International.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta area.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
DANIEL WAYNE GURR
Jacksonville, Florida. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.BJ. cllm [aude in advertising, University
of Georgia, 1978.American Advertising Federation National Team for 7th District; University of Georgia
Advertising Club; Phi Kappa Phi Honorary Society; Kappa Tau Alpha Journalism Honor Society, reporter.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Legal Aid & Defender Clinic; First Year Orientation
Leader.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Assistant Manager, Coles Book Store; University of Georgia Library Assis-
tant; S.LS., Inc., research, layout and editorial preparation of promotional materials.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corporate; Tax.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Coastal South.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: April, 1981.
W. ROBERT HANCOCK, JR.
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. cllm [aude in history, Furman Univer-
sity, 1978. Bonhanie, Copy Editor; Freshman Advisory Organization, President; Film Arts Committee,
Chairman; Blue Key National Honor Fraternity; Study Abroad in England, Turkey and Israel.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Association of Student International Law Societies,
National President; Moot Court, National Team; Moot Court, Jessup Competition; First Year Oral
Competition, Semi-Finalist; Honor Court Justice; Dean's List; Business Law Teaching Assistant.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Office of General Counsel ofInternational Business Machines (LB.M.); Resi-
dent Staff, Governor's Honors School.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: International; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
SAMUEL HUGHEL HARRISON
Lawrenceville, Georgia. Age 24. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. magna cum [aude in history,
Washington and Lee University, 1978.Washington & Lee Young Democrats, vice president, member of
executive board; Washington & Lee Fencing Club.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Head, Phi Alpha Delta Legal Research Service;
Member, Phi Alpha Delta: Vice Justice, December 1979to May 1980;Justice, May 1980to December 1980;
Clerk, May 1979 to December 1979;Marshall, December 1978 to May 1979.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, G. Hughel Harrison, Lawrenceville, Georgia, summers 1978 to
present.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Small Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: General Practice.
LOCATION PREFERRED: North Georgia.
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Atlanta, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. cum laude in economics and sociology,
Vanderbilt University, 1978. Omicron Delta Epsilon (honorary economics fraternity); Phi Delta Theta
(social fraternity); University Academic Affairs Committee; Student Government Association Athletic
Committee.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Prosecutorial Clinic; Prisoner Legal Counseling Project;
Student Bar Association, Faculty - Student Relations Committee, 1979-80;Law School Intramurals.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Hansell, Post, Brandon and Dorsey, Atlanta, Georgia, summer
1980; Law Clerk, Prisoner Legal Counseling Project, Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Center,
Jackson, Georgia, summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corporate; Trust and Estates.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
DANIEL CURTIS HAYGOOD
Thomaston, Georgia. Age 24. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S.B.A. with honor in general business,
Auburn University, 1977.Omicron Delta Kappa, president; Farm House Fraternity, president; Spades (top
10student leaders); Phi Kappa Phi; Student Liason to Auburn City Council; Student Government Director
of Elections; Mortar Board, treasurer; Who's Who; Phi Eta Sigma, secretary; Beta Gamma Sigma
(business honorary); National Merit Scholarship.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Moot Court Board, Talmadge Competition Coordinator;
Student Bar Association; 1980Talmadge Competition; American Bar Association/Law Student Division;
Composite Scholarship.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Cook, Noell, Tolley & Aldridge, Athens, Georgia, April 1979 to
present; Assistant to the Dean of Student Affairs, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama, January 1978
through July 1978;President, Student Services, Inc., Auburn, Alabama, May 1977through December 1977.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: General Civil Practice.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
TEDDY LEE HENLEY
Swifton, Arkansas. Age 34. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M.A. in history, University of Arkansas,
1972. B.A. in mathematics, Arkansas Tech University, 1968.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Southeast Legal Foundation, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980;
Mathematics teacher, Jackson County High School, Jefferson, Georgia, 1977-78;Mathematics and social
studies teacher, Hackett Public Schools, Hackett, Arkansas, 1972-77; U.S. Army, 1969-71.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
Atlanta, Georgia, Age 26, Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. cum laude in fine arts, Colgate Univer-
sity, 1976. Fine Arts Department Honors; Women's Caucus, Executive Board; Women's Tennis; In-
tramural Sports.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Prosecutorial Clinic; Editorial Board, Georgia Journal
oJ'/nternational and Comparatil'e Lall'; Secretary, Student Bar Association; 1978-81member of Executive
Board as Class Representative, Treasurer; Women Law Students Association; Environmental Law Soci-
ety.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Powell, Goldstein, Frazier and Murphy, Atlanta, Georgia, summer
1980; Ardenics International, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia, 1977 to present; Western Odyssey, Inc., summer
1979; Haverty Furniture Companies, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia, 1977-1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JANE MIDDLETON HAVERTY
GEORGE HEWITT HEBERTON
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PAMELA JEAN HILL
St. Simons Island, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. cum luude with general honors in biol-
ogy, University of Georgia, 1977. Honors Program; National Merit Scholarship; Sigma Kappa (social
sorority), vice-president.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Lall' Reviell', Articles Editor and Editorial
Board, 1980-81; Staff, Georgia Lall' Reviell', 1979-80;Finalist, Talmadge Moot Court Competition 1980;
Recipient of Law School Association Award 1980;Woodruff Scholarship Recipient; Intramural Softball.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Judicial Clerkship, Hon. Ellsworth Van Graafeiland, Second Circuit Court of
Appeals, 1981-82;Law Clerk, Fulbright and Jaworski, Houston, Texas, summer 1980;Law Clerk, Crowell
and Moring, Washington, D. c., summer 1980;Research Assistant, Professor Paul Kurtz, University of
Georgia School of Law, summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: August, 1982.
JOSEPH HARPER HODGES, III
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 26. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. in English and psychology, University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1975.John Motley Morehead Scholarship; Order of the Grail; President,
Chi Psi fraternity; Co-founder and Co-editor Carolina Course Review; Co-Chairman, International Hand-
icrafts Bazaar.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Lall' Review, Editorial staff 1979-80; Notes
Editor, 1980-81; Phi Delta Phi.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Swift, Currie, McGhee and Hiers, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980;
Chapter Adviser and Director of Education, Chi Psi Fraternity Central Office, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
summer 1976 - summer 1980.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
CHARLES HATFIELD HOLLIS
Washington, D. C. Age 24. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. in business administration, University
of Maryland, 1978. Recipient of Pilot Freight Carrier Scholarship; Beta Gamma Sigma (business honor
society); John Marshall Pre-Law Honor society; Dean's List.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Phi Alpha Delta, Chapter Clerk; Georgia Society of
International and Comparative Law; Dean's List.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Gulf Oil Corporation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, summer 1980;
Accountant, National Institute of Education, Washington, D. c., summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Corporation.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corporate; Administrative Law.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
TERRY K. HOUSE, JR.
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M.ACC. (tax-option) University of Georgia,
1981. B.B.A. in accounting, University of Georgia, 1978. Zeta Beta Tau Social Fraternity; Communiver-
sity; Young Democrats of Clarke County.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Law Student Legal Research Service; Student Bar
Association.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Accounting Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Tax; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: May, 1981.
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DONALD TIMOTHY HUNT
Washington, Georgia. Age 25. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in political science and psychology,
Emory University, 1977; Attended Oxford College of Emory, ]973-75. Sigma Chi, Beta Chi Chapter.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; American Bar Association/
Student Division; Christian Legal Society.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Proof Adjustments Clerk, Assistant Supervisor of Proof, National Bank of
Georgia, Atlanta, Georgia, June 1976 to August 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: July, 1981.
WILLIAM CARLTON INGRAM
Newnan, Georgia. Age 32. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M.Ed. in counseling, University of Georgia,
1972.A.B. cum laude in political science, Mercer University, 1970.Blue Key Honorary Fraternity; Honor
Council Chief Justice; Student Union, President; Junior Class President.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Russell Best Brief Finalist; Legal Aid; Legal Research
Service.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Georgia Department of Law, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980;
Teaching Assistant, Management Department, University of Georgia, ]979-81; Director of Freshman
Admissions and Orientation, University of Georgia, 1971-78; Public School Teacher, Dalton, Georgia,
]970.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: August, 1981.
BARRY GORDON IRWIN
Dawson, Georgia. Age 27. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. cum laude in political science, Univer-
sity of Georgia, ]978. Senior Superlative; Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities; Omicron
Delta Kappa National Leadership Honor Society; Pi Sigma Alpha, National Political Science Honor
Society, President; Student Alumni Association; Student Government Association, Minister to Transpor-
tation Services; Student Judiciary, Traffic Court; Georgia Army National Guard, Platoon Leader.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Composite Scholar Award, Scholarship recipient; Stu-
dent Bar Association, Board of Governors; UGA Student Senate, Vice-President; Law School Senator;
Christian Legal Society; Prosecutorial Clinic; Clarke County Democratic Committee (Post 2, Ward 3 -
Athens); Phi Alpha Delta Legal Fraternity; Athens-Clarke Heritage Foundation; U.S. Army Reserve.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Georgia Army National Guard - U.S. Army Reserve, ]974-80; Firestone Tire
and Rubber Company, Albany, Ga. ]974-76; U.S. Marine Corps, 197]-74.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Prosecutorial; Criminal Defense.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: August, ]981.
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RUTH ELLEN ISAAC
Rocky River, Ohio. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M.A. in higher education administration,
Michigan State University, ]975. B.A. in psychology, Bowling Green State University, 1972. President's
Committee on University Government; Chi Omega Sorority.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Chairperson, Moot Court Executive Board; Moot Court
Team member, Holderness Competition; Quarter finalist, Talmadge Competition; Georgia Journal of
International and Comparative Law; Executive Board, Georgia Society of International Law; Brussels
Seminar on the European Economic Community.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Teaching Assistant, University of Georgia School of Business; Law Clerk,
Cook, Noell, Tolley and Aldridge; Legal Intern, Georgia State Superintendent of Schools; Residence Life
Coordinater, University of Georgia; Customer Assistant, Xerox Corporation.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corporate; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, ]981.
L.ROBERTISAACSON
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 25. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. cum laude in political science, Cornell
University, 1977.Honors Thesis: "Effect of the Campaign Reform Laws on Jimmy Carter's Campaign";
Welfare, Prison and Mental Health volunteer.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Cornell Alumni Interview Committee; Legal Aid; In-
tramural sports; Slip Sheet.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Paid staff, Andrew Miller, U.S. Senate Campaign; Paid staff, Jimmy Carter
Campaign; Waiter and Wine steward MIS Sagafjord and Vistafjord; New Car Salesman, New Orleans.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Negotiation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: Summer, 1981.
MILDRED KAY JACKSON
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 25. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. in mathematics, Davidson College,
1977.Classics Seminar in Europe; Girl Scout Troop Leader; Residence Hall Council, Secretary-Treasurer;
Women's Tennis Team; Extended Studies Committee; Emanon Social Club; Intramural Board.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Prosecutorial Clinic; Student Bar Association, Board of
Governors; Vice-President of the Second Year Class; Director of First Year Orientation; American Bar
Association, Committee on Current Literature on Real Property Law; BarlBRI Representative; Georgia
Society ofInternational and Comparative Law; Student Bar Association Committee for Faculty - Student
Relations; Student Bar Association Intramural Committee, Chairman.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Clerk, District Attorney's Office, Athens, Georgia, summer 1980; Library
Assistant, University of Georgia School of Law, Athens, Georgia, summer ]979; Corporate Credit Analyst,
First Union National Bank, Charlotte, North Carolina, June 1977- May 1978;OfficeAssistant, Delta Dental
Plan of Georgia, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1976.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Criminal.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
WILLIE R. JENKINS
Montezuma, Georgia. Age 24. Manied.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in political science and sociology,
Mercer University, 1978. Justice, University Honor Council; Associate Editor, University Student News-
paper; Vice-President, Alpha Phi Omega; Recipient, Mercer General Scholarship; Dean's List; Who's Who
Among Students in American Colleges and Universities; Intramural Football Coach.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Managing Editor, Georgia Journal of International and
Comparative Law, 1980-81;Author, Note, "Fifth Circuit Cases Concerning Search and Seizure upon the
High Seas: The Need for a Limiting Doctrine," 10Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law
167;Participant, Russell Moot Court Competition; Member, American Bar Association Student Division;
Research Assistant for Professor L. Blount, Dr. L. Ervin and the Biomedical Sciences Program of the
University of Georgia.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Atlanta Legal Aid Society, summer 1980; Special Instructor,
Middle Georgia Industrial Training Center; Credit Supervisor, Sears, Roebuck and Company.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Small Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Commercial; Family Law.
LOCATION PREFERRED: North Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: July, 1981.
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DA VID CARL JENSEN
Brunswick, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. summa cum laude with general honors
in political science, University of Georgia, 1978. Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi; President, Blue Key;
Omicron Delta Kappa; Historian, Tau Kappa Epsilon (social fraternity); Mortar Board; Jasper Dorsey
Outstanding Junior Man; Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Coach, Irving R. Kaufman Securities Moot Court
Competition, New York, New York; Member, J. Braxton Craven Moot Court Team, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina, 1980; Finalist, Best Brief, Russell Moot Court Competition i979; Historian, Phi Delta Phi (legal
fraternity); President, Secretary, Gridiron Secret Society; Sphinx.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Peterson, Young, Self & Asselin, Atlanta, Georgia, summer ]980;
Law Clerk, Fortson, Bentley & Griffin, Athens, Georgia, 1979-80; Intern, Senator Herman E. Talmadge,
Washington, D. C., summer ]977.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Commercial.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
EZRA B. JONES, III
Bremen, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.B.A. in finance, University of Georgia,
]978. Phi Kappa Phi; Phi Eta Sigma (general honorary): Beta Gamma Sigma (business honorary); Gold
Key; Finance Club; Sigma Chi Fraternity; Vice President, Secretary, Alumni Relations Chairman; In-
tramural football, basketball, softball and tennis.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association, ABA/LSD; Moot Court,
Intrastate team; Moot Court Board Russell Competition Coordinator; Phi Delta Phi; Intramural football,
basketball, tennis, softball.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Jones and Smith, Bremen, Georgia, summer 1980; Accounting
Department, Peach State Federal Savings and Loan Association, Bremen, Georgia, summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
KENNETH KALIVODA
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Age 24. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. maRna cum laude in political science,
University of Georgia, 1978. University of Georgia Soccer Club: Vice President, Treasurer and team
member; Pre-Law Club; Part-time employment at Georgia Center for Continuing Education.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association member; ABA/LSD.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, William D. Healan, Jr., Winder, Georgia.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Constitutional Law; Public Interest Law.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
ELIZABETH GRANT KLINE
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: License h lettres, Universite de Paris IV,
Sorbonne, ]978. A.B. magna cum laude with general honors in French, University of Georgia, 1976. Phi
Beta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi (national honor society); Pi Delta Phi (French honor society); French
Government Award for Excellence in the study of Literature; Honors Program.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Notes Editor, Summer Editor, Georgia Journal of
International and Comparative Law; President, The Georgia Society of International and Comparative
Law; Brussels Seminar on the Laws and Institutions of the European Economic Community; The Hague
Academy of International Law (Public International Law).
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Research Assistant, Professor Frederick Huszagh, The Dean Rusk Center,
Athens, Georgia, 1980.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: International; Corporate Law.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Northeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: September, 1981.-----------------
ROY C. LeCRA W, II
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. cum laude in economics, University of
Georgia, 1978. Honors Program.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Apartment manager and maintenance worker, C. Buck LeCraw, Atlanta,
Georgia, summers 1974-1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Coastal South.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
CAROL ELIZABETH LEE
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. cum laude in English, Duke University.
1978.Dean's List; President, Chapel Choir; Duke University Chorale; Dorm Secretary; Phi Mu Sorority;
Intern, Duke Publishing; Freshman Advisory Council; Musical Production, Bernstein's Mass.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Secretary. Student Bar Association; Assistant Managing
Editor, Slip Sheet; Student Bar Association Faculty-Minority Recruitment Committee; American Bar
Association/Law Student Division; Women Law Students Association; Libel Party.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Order Processor, Oxford Industries, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1979; Secre-
tary, Oxford Industries, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1978; Customer Service Operator, Atlanta Journal,
Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1977; Secretary/Receptionist, Morris and Thompson, Atlanta, Georgia, De-
cember 1975.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
BARRY B. LEVINE
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 24. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. magna cum laude in political science,
University of Georgia, 1978. Tau Epsilon Phi Fraternity; Golden Key (honor society); Student Judiciary;
Political Science Honor Society.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law;
Georgia Society of International and Comparative Law; Legal Aid and Defender Society.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: State Marshal, State Court, Fulton County, summer 1979;Clerk, State Court,
Fulton County, summer 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
DAVID THOMAS LOCK
Ellijay, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. magna cum laude with general honors
in political science, University of Georgia, 1978. President, Secretary, The Pre-Law Club; President,
Secretary, Phi Kappa Literary Society; Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi; Pi Sigma Alpha (political science
honorary society); Phi Eta Sigma (freshman honor society); Who's Who in American Colleges and
Universities.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Law Review; Prosecutorial Clinic; Russell Moot
Court Competition; Committee on the Exclusionary Rule, Section of Criminal Justice, American Bar
Association; Sibley Lecture Committee; Student Bar Association; American Bar Association/Law Stu-
dent Division.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, U.S. Attorney, Savannah, Georgia, summer 1980; Law Clerk,
Adams & Clifton, P.c., Toccoa, Georgia, summer 1979; Summer Assistant, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Office for Civil Rights, Washington, D.C., summer 1978;Clerk, Federal Aviation
Administration, Accounting Division, East Point, Georgia, summer 1976.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open'.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Criminal; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981. 31
KEVIN KARL MAHER
Waycross, Georgia. Age 26. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M.A. in East Asian history, University of
Hawaii, 1977. Intensive Program in Mandarin Chinese 1974-1977;Teaching Assistant, 1975-77; Summer
Program in Mandarin, Taiwan Normal University, Taipei, Taiwan, 1976. B.A. cum laude in history,
LaGrange College, 1974.Dean's List; Weston L. Murray Award for Scholarship in the Social Sciences; Pi
Gamma Mu (National Social Science Honor Society): Drama Society; Instructor of Kenpo Karate.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Author, Note, "Foreign Investment in the People's
Republic of China", Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law, Vol. 10Issue 2; Legal Aid &
Defender Society; Mandarin Instructor, Georgia Center for Continuing Education.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Cofer, Beauchamp, Hawes & Brown, Atlanta, Georgia, summer
1980; Research Associate, Georgia World Congress Institute, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1979, winter-
spring 1980: English Instructor, East-West Study Ahead Center, Tokyo, Japan, 1977-78;Teaching Assis-
tant, Department of History, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, 1975-77.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: International; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
1
MARK S. MARANI
Brookville, New York. Age 25. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. in finance, Bowling Green State Univer-
sity, 1977. Emory Intercollegiate Business Games; Stock Market Club; Varsity Cross Country/Track;
Student Faculty Committee on Program Evaluation.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Society ofInternational and Comparative Law;
Legal Aid & Defender Society; Student Bar Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Honorable C. Albert Parente, Bankruptcy Judge, Westbury, N. Y.,
summer 1980; Kent Realty Corporation, Flushing, New York, assisted in the negotiation of commercial
leases and management of commercial properties.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corporate; Real Estate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
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BEVERLY BALDWIN MARTIN
Macon, Georgia. Age 25. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in political science, Stetson University,
1976.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Editorial staff, Georgia Journal of International and
Comparative Law; Women Law Students Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Summer intern for Georgia Attorney General, Arthur Bolton, summer 1980.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
R. MATTHEW MARTIN
Decatur, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. summa cum laude in accounting, Duke
University, 1978. Phi Eta Sigma Freshman Excellence Award; Varsity Wrestling Team; Men's Glee Club;
Pi Kappa Alpha (social fraternity); Corresponding Secretary, I.F.C. Representative; WDBS Radio Station.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Vassar Wooley Scholarship Recipient; Winner 1979
Russell Competition, Best Written Brief - Appellee; Georgia Law Review; Case Comment: "Obscenity:
The Appropriate Scope of Appellate Review," 14Ga. Law Review, 1980; Legal Aid; Intramurals.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Teaching Assistant, University of Georgia School of Business, academic year
1980-81;Law Clerk, King & Spalding, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980; Law Clerk, Johnson & Montgom-
ery, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: August, 1981.
ROBERT JAMES McCUNE
Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.B.A. in accounting, Mercer University in
Atlanta, 1978.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Legal Aid and Defender Program.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Bailiff, State Court of Cobb County, summers 1976-1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
NORMAN A. McGEE
Savannah, Georgia. Age 25. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. cum laude in petroleum distribution,
Western Michigan University, 1977. Distributive Education Club; Young Life; American Marketing
Association.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; Russell Competition; Christian
Legal Society; Environmental Law Society; The C&S National Bank Will Drafting Contest, finalist.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Adams, Adams, Brennan & Gardner, Savannah, Georgia, summer
1980; Waterfront Director - Young Life Castaway Club, Detroit Lakes, Mn., summer 1979; Supervisor,
Southland Oil Company, Savannah, Georgia, summers 1972-78.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Corporation.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Business; Environmental.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
HALL FORBES McKINLEY, III
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. in American history, Princeton Univer-
sity, 1978.Varsity Tennis; Four year Varsity letter winner; Eastern Collegiate Doubles Champion, 1975-77;
University Cottage Club.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Moot Court, Wagner Labor Law Competitive Team;
Quarter-Finalist Wagner National Labor Law Moot Court Competition, (N.Y.C., 1980); Octa-Finalist,
Russell Moot Court Competition; Prosecutorial Clinic; Phi Delta Phi Legal Fraternity; Student Bar
Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Fortson, Bentley and Griffin, Athens, Georgia, 1980.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia; Southern United States.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JAMES ROBERT McKOON
Columbus, Georgia. Age 24. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.B.A. magna cum laude in marketing,
University of Georgia, 1978. University of Georgia Varsity Cheerleader, 1976-78, Captain; Kappa Sigma
(social fraternity); Beta Gamma Sigma (national business honor fraternity); Golden Key (national honor
society); Phi Kappa Phi (national honor society); Phi Eta Sigma (freshman honor society); Honors
Program; Top 5%.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Prosecutorial Clinic; University of Georgia Varsity
Cheerleader, 1978-79; Student Bar Association; Christian Legal Society, President; Georgia Society of
International and Comparative Law; Law School Intramurals.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Burnside and Wall, Augusta, Georgia, summer 1980;Underwriter,
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Georgia, Columbus, Georgia, summer 1977;Law Library, Student Assistant.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corporate; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: March, 1981.
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Marion, South Carolina. Age 35. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in English, Converse College, 1967.
Who's Who; Converse Scholar; Associate Editor of COn\'ersationalist (newspaper); Chairman of Social
Standards Board; Student Council; President's Board.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Law Student Legal Research Service; Women Law
Students Association; Student Bar Association; American Bar Association/Law Student Division.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, McLendon and Sloan, Marion, South Carolina, summer 1980;
Student Assistant, Law Library, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, 1980; Project Management
Assistant, Venture Management, Inc. (real estate development firm), Atlanta, Georgia, 1973-78; Press
Assistant, Public Relations Department, Rich's Inc., Atlanta, Georgia, 1969-73;Editorial Assistant, Harper
& Row, Publishers, New York, New York, 1968-69.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Coastal South.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: April, 1981.
JAMES H. MOORE, III
Chula, Georgia. Age 25. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S.A. magna cum laude in agricultural
economics, University of Georgia, 1978. Phi Kappa Phi (honor society); Phi Beta Lambda (business
fraternity); State Winner Business Competiton; Agricultural Economics Club, Member of Executive
Committee; Marketing Club; Finance Club; Golden Key (honor society).
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Member of Moot Court Board 1980-81; Member of
Jessup International Moot Court Team, 1980; Phi Delta Phi; Student Bar Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Ernest J. Yates, Attorney at Law, Tifton, Georgia, summer 1980;
Part-time Law Clerk, Wendell T. Dawson, Attorney at Law, Watkinsville, Georgia, summer 1978;Man-
agement Internist, Ralston, Purina Company, Macon, Georgia, summer 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
CA THERINE ANNE MODLING
ROY E. PAUL
East Point, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. magna cum laude in English, Furman
University, 1978. Junior Year Abroad, University of Durham, Durham, England; Advisor Proctor for
Freshmen Women; Middle East Foreign Study Program; Collegiate Educational Service Corps.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Jessup International Moot Court Team; Moot Court
Executive Board, Jessup Team coach; Brussels Seminar, Hague Academy ofInternational Law; Georgia
Journal o/International and Comparative Law; International Law Society, Executive Board; Student Bar
Association; Women Law Students Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Webb, Young, Daniel & Murphy, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; International.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: Summer, 1981.
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. magna cum laude in history (with
substantial elective credit in economics), University of Georgia, 1978. Student Government, Phi Beta
Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi; Demosthenian Literary Society; Honors Program.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Semi-Finalist, Talmadge Moot Court Competition, 1980;
Research Editor, Georgia Law Review, 1980-81;Editorial Staff, Georgia Law Review, 1979-80;Legal Aid
and Defender Program.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, State Attorney General's Office, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980;
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital, Atlanta, Georgia, Regional Office Fund Raising, summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Constitutional Law.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
KENNERL Y MILES McLENDON
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DANA JOSEPH PETTI
Columbus, Ohio. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. magna cum laude in political science,
Georgia State University, 1978. Intercollegiate Debate Team; Phi Eta Sigma; Omicron Delta Kappa;
Pre-Law Club, President.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Moot Court Team, Wagner Competition; Georgia Soci-
ety of International and Comparative Law; Student Bar Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: General Services Administration, Atlanta, Georgia.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
BOBBY G. POPE
Marietta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: Master in taxation (20 credit hours) Georgia
State University, 1978. B.B.A. cum laude in accounting, Georgia State University, 1978. Outstanding
Scholarship Award; Honor Designation - Scholastic Merit; Dean's List.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Managing Editor, Georgia Law Review, 1980-81; Staff
Member, 1979-80; Author, Case Comments, Volume 14:4; Talmadge Moot Court Competition, Quarter
Finalist, Oral Argument Competition, Best Brief, 1980; Research and Writing Assistant, Dean J. Ralph
Beaird; Student Bar Association.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Taxation; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Coastal South.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
NATHAN B. PRIDE
Jackson, Tennessee. Age 23. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. magna cum laude in criminal justice,
Tennessee State University, 1978. Who's Who in American Colleges & Universities; Most Outstanding
Student, Criminal Justice Department, 1978; Gamma Beta Phi (honor society); Sigma Rho Sigma, Alpha
Kappa Mu; Phi Beta Kappa, Chairman, Election Commission.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: First year, Honor Court Justice; Second year, Honor
Court Justice; BALSA; Phi Alpha Delta; Faculty-Recruitment Committee.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law clerk, West Tennessee Legal Services, Jackson, Tennessee, summer 1980;
Law Clerk, Donnell & Cox, Jackson, Tennessee, summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Trusts and Estates.
LOCATION PREFERRED: South.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JAMES HILL PRITCHETT, JR.
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. magna cum laude in English, Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1978. Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi; Golden Key; Lacrosse.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Research Editor, Georgia Law Review; Prosecutorial
Clinic.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan, Atlanta, Ga. summer 1980; Re-
search Assistant to Prof. Paul Kurtz.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
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WILLIAM WALKER PROPP
Lakeland, Florida. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. in physics, Georgia Institute of
Technology, 1978. Student Body President; Junior Class President; News Editor, Technique; Student
Member, University System of Georgia Board of Regents Finance Committee; Trustee, Georgia Tech
Athletic Association Board of Trustees, ODK; ANAK.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association, LSD/ABA, Castell ow Schol-
arship recipient.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Judge Quillian, Georgia Court of Appeals, summer 1980.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corporate; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
LEILA KYLE QUEEN
Forest Park, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. with honors in religion, Converse Col-
lege, 1978.National Merit Scholarship; Trustee Merit Scholarship; Mortar Board; Orchesis Dance Group;
Conversationalist (school newspaper), Staff; Student Christian Association; Chorale.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; American Bar Association
(student division); Intramural softball and volleyball; UGA Concert Dance Company.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Summer Aide, Department of Facilities Engineering, Fort McPherson, Fort
McPherson, Georgia, summer 1979; Waitress, Modine's Restaurant, Hapeville, Georgia, summer 1978;
Waitress, Shoney's Restaurant, Morrow, Georgia, summer 1977; Summer Aide, Department of Facilities
Engineering, Fort McPherson, Fort McPherson, Georgia, summer 1976;Summer Aide, Air Transportation
Security Office (FAA) College Park, Georgia, summer 1975;Assistant Teacher, Headstart, Forest Park,
Georgia, Fall 1972-74; Assistant Teacher, Hutcheson Dance Academy, Morrow, Georgia.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: September, 1981.
TERRENCE KENNETH QUINN
Decatur, Georgia. Age 22. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.B.A. in finance, University of Georgia,
1978. Student Government; Business School Council; Intramural Sports; Phi Kappa Phi (honorary soci-
ety).
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; American Bar Association/
Law Student Division; Prosecutorial Clinic; Intramural Sports; Orientation Group Leader.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Elarbee, Clark & Paul, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980; Forklift
Operator, Sherwin-Williams Paint Company, Morrow, Georgia, summer 1979;Cashier, Kroger Company,
Decatur, Georgia, 1974-79; Clerk, Dipper Dan, Decatur, Georgia, 1972-73.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corporate; Labor.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
WAYNE REECE
Ellijay, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in political science, minor in English,
North Georgia College, 1978. Class Salutatorian; Phi Kappa Phi (national honor society); Ty Cobb
Academic Scholar; United States Senate Intern; Georgia Legislative Intern; 1976National4-H Citizenship
Winner; 1975 National4-H Public Speaking Winner.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Editor-in-Chief, Georgia Law Review, 1980-81;Editorial
Staff, 1979-80; Author, Case Comment, 14 Ga. Law Review 368 (1980); Member, 1980 Intrastate Moot
Court Team; Finalist, 1980Talmadge Moot Court Competition; Semi-finalist - Orals, Finalist - Brief, 1979
Russell Moot Court Competition; American Jurisprudence Award, Contracts; Winner, 1980 C&S Bank
Will Drafting Contest; School Representative, American Bar Association/Law Student Division; Fifth
Circuit Coordinator, ABA/LSD; Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program; Student Bar Association
Board of Governors; Vice President, First Year Class.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Gambrell, Russell & Forbes, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980;Aide,
Georgia General Assembly, summer 1978-79; Camp Counselor, Rock Eagle State 4-H Center, summers
1975-77.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: August, 1981.
WILLIAM R. REECE, III
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 26. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.B.A. in marketing, Georgia State Univer-
sity, 1977. Dean's Scholarship Key; Dean's List with Distinction; Sigma Nu Fraternity.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Talmadge Moot Court Competiton; Russell Moot Court
Competition; Student Bar Association; American Bar Association/Law Student Division.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Cook, Noell, Tolley & Aldridge, Athens, Georgia, 1980; Legal
Assistant, Kutak, Rock & Huie, Atlanta, Georgia, 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
KENNETH SCOTT RESNICK
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 25. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: German Doctorate Program, Karl Francis
Universitaet, Graz, Austria, 1978. B.A. in philosophy and political science, Miami University, Oxford,
Ohio, 1977. Undergraduate fellow in philosophy, Miami University European Center 1976-77, Luxem-
bourg; University Senate, 1976.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Law Review, Teaching Assistant, Department
of Real Estate and Legal Studies, UGA: Member, Student Bar Association; Member, Law School Division
of the ABA; Member, Georgia Society of International and Comparative Law; Russell Moot Court
Competition.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Dinsmore, Shoh!, Coates & Deupree, Cincinnati, Ohio, summer
1980; Law Clerk, Hayward, Cooper, Straub, Walinski & Creamer, Toledo, Ohio, summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Commercial; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
BRYNDIS WYNETTE ROBERTS
Greenville, Georgia. Age 24. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. magna cum laude in history and En-
glish, Wesleyan College, Macon, Georgia, 1978. Chancellor, Honor Court; Student Government Judicial
Secretary; Managing Editor, Times and Challenge (student newspaper); Wesleyan Scholar Award; Alum-
nae Scholarship for Leadership; Stuht Scholarship; Mortar Board; Phi Sigma Iota (romance languages
honor society); Pi Gamma Mu (social sciences honor society); Semester's Honors; Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and Colleges.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Law Review, staff, 1979-80;Executive Editor,
1980-81;Co-Author, Recent Decision, 14Ga. Law Review 116(1979);Author, Case Comment, 15Ga. Law
Review, (1980); Dean's List; Research Assistant, Professor Larry Blount; Black American Law Students
Association; Women Law Students Association; American Bar Association/Law Student Division; Stu-
dent Bar Association; Student-Faculty Relations Committee; Recipient, Regent's Opportunity Schol-
arship; Finalist, Vasser Woolley Scholarship.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Kilpatrick & Cody, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980; Law Clerk,
Nelson and Sweat, P.A., Athens, Georgia, winter and spring 1980; Credit Authorizer, Sears, Macon,
Georgia, 1977-78; Paralegal, Georgia Legal Services, Macon, Georgia, 1976-77.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Estate Planning; Commercial.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: September, 198I.
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DA VID H. ROBERTSON
Savannah, Georgia. Age 31. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. in chemical engineering, Georgia Insti-
tute of Technology, 1970. Lambda Chi Alpha (fraternity); Who's Who in American Colleges and Univer-
sities; Chi Epsilon Sigma (chemical engineering honorary society); Student Council.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Legal and Genealogy Research; Student Bar Associa-
tion.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Erwin, Epting, Gibson, McLeod and Blasingame, Athens, Ga ..
summer 1980; Self-employed Real Estate Salesman and Broker, 1974-78; Pabma Inc., Construction
Manager, 1972-74; Trane Air Conditioning, Technical Sales, 1970-72. Activities: Board of Directors,
Savannah Board of Realtors; Past President, Islands Exchange Club.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Property; Trust and Estates.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Athens; Savannah.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: March, 1981.
JOSEPH R. ROSS
Savannah, Georgia. Age 24. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. in economics and business, Vanderbilt,
1977. Sigma Chi Fraternity; Student Government, Finance Committee; Homecoming Committee; Inter-
collegiate Soccer Team; Intramural Football, Softball, Soccer.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; S.B.A. Representative, Ad-
missions Committee; Intramural Football, Softball, Soccer.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Harris. Rice and Alford, P.A., Watkinsville, Georgia, 1979 to
present; Assistant Manager (restaurant and bar) Holiday Inn, Savannah, Georgia, winter 1977.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Business; Trust & Estates.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: Summer 1981.
JAMES H. SAMS, JR.
Warner Robins, Georgia. Age 28. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. in political science, Georgia Southern
College, 1975. Young Democrats; Political Science Club; Philosophy Club.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; American Bar Association/
Law Student Division.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Internal Revenue Service, 1975-78;Georgia Legislative Intern, 1975.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JEFFREY COLLINS SAUER
Indianapolis, Indiana. Age 27. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. in accounting, Indiana University, 1975.
Accounting Club; Intramural Sports.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; Legal Aid; Intramural sports.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Division Controller, Ransburg Corp., Indianapolis, Indiana, 1977-78;Assistant
Corporate Controller, Ransburg Corp., Indianapolis, 1976-1977;Audit Staff, Ernst & Whinney (formerly
Ernst & Ernst), Indianapolis, Indiana 1975-76;Passed C.P.A. exam in May, 1975.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Tax; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Coastal South.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: December, 1980.
J
QUINTUS WHITAKER SIBLEY
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. in classics, Princeton University, 1978.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Staff, Georgia Law Review, 1979-80;Finalist 1980C&S
Will Drafting Contest.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Assistant to government bond salesman, White, Weld & Co., Atlanta, Georgia;
Margin Clerk, Robinson-Humphrey, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILlTY: September, 1981.
JOHN DANIEL SCHMINKY
Willoughby, Ohio. Age 26. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M.A. in history, College of William and Mary,
1979.B.A. magna cum laude in history, Miami University, 1976.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Savannah, Georgia, summers
]979-80;Park Technician, National Park Service, Fort Pulaski National Monument, Tybee Island, Georgia,
summers 1975-78;Research Assistant, Professor Johnson, College of William and Mary, History Depart-
ment, fall 1976.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
LYNDA WORLEY SKELTON
Macon, Georgia. Age 36. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M.A. in history, Clemson University, 1967.
Graduate Assistant; Phi Kappa Phi (honor society). B.A. magna cum laude in history, Wesleyan College,
1965.Phi Delta Phi (honor society); Phi Gamma Mu (social science); Phi Delta Epsilon (journalism); Who's
Who in American Universities and Colleges.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Finalist, C&S Will Drafting Contest; Student Bar Asso-
ciation; Women Law Students Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Judge Richard Rice, Workers' Compensation Board; Law Clerk,
Cook, Noell, Tolley and Aldridge; Research Assistant, Professor Verner Chaffin; Instructor of history,
Clemson University.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Property; Workers' Compensation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JEFF B. SLAGLE
Marietta, Georgia. Age 22. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. in psychology and B.A. in religion,
Emory University, 1978. Research Assistant; Psi Chi (psychology honor society): Intramurals.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Research Assistant; Talmadge Moot Court Competition;
Appellate Practice; Intramurals.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Store clerk; Furniture assembler.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Estate Planning; Commercial Law.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: April, 1981.
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E. KENDRICK SMITH
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in broadcast journalism, University of
North Carolina, 1978. Student Government Representative; Chairman, Student Affairs Committee; News
Editor, WXYC-FM; Carolina Choir; Carolina Chorus; Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity, historian; Study Abroad in
London, Kings College.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: American Bar Association!Law Students Division;
Georgia Lall' Review; Phi Delta Phi (legal fraternity).
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Cook, Noell, Tolley & Aldrich, Athens, Georgia; Director of
Community Relations, Georgia Department of Transportation; Law Clerk, Smith, Cohen, Ringel, Kohler
& Martin, Atlanta, Georgia.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
J. DAVID SMITH
Carrollton, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. with high honors in political science,
West Georgia College, 1978. Honors Program; Pi Gamma Mu (honor society); Thomas Herndon Award
(political science) 1977; Presidential Scholar; Student Advisory Committee to the Dean of the School of
Arts & Sciences, 1976-1977,Chairman, 1977-78;Phi Kappa Phi (honor society).
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; American Bar Association!
Law Students Division; Georgia Society ofInternational and Comparative Law; Christian Legal Society.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Wood Products Division, Southwire Company. Carrollton, Georgia; United
Parcel Service, Atlanta, Georgia.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Small Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Real Estate; Corporate.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JAMES PEYTON SMITH
Dawson, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M.B.A., University of Georgia, 1981 (joint
enrollment program J.D.!M.B.A.). B.B.A. in finance, University of Georgia, 1978. A.A. from Oxford
College of Emory, 1976. Phi Kappa Phi (national honor society); Beta Gamma Sigma (national business
honor society); Phi Alpha Omega (national social service fraternity); Circle-K.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; Intramurals.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Knox and Zacks, Augusta, Georgia, summer 1980; Law Clerk,
Andrews and Head, Athens, Georgia, summer 1979- spring 1980; Clerk, Congressman Dawson Mathis,
Washington, D. C., summer 1978; Resident Hall Manager, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia,
1976-78.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Business; Labor.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: September, 1981.
LEAMON ANDREW SMITH
Valdosta, Georgia. Age 25. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.B.A. in accounting, University of Georgia,
1978.B.B.A. in finance, Valdosta State College, 1977.Sigma Alpha Epsilon (social fraternity); Accounting
Club.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Georgia Power Company, Owens, Illinois.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Tax; Trusts & Estates.
LOCATION PREFERRED: South Georgia; Florida.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
LESLIE KAY SMITH
Missouri Valley, Iowa. Age 22. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. summa cum laude in political science,
University of Georgia, 1978. Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi (national honor society); Pi Sigma Alpha
(political science honor society), Treasurer; Classical Studies Abroad, summer 1977; Honors Program.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Castellow Scholarship Recipient; Georgia Journal of
International and Comparative Law, staff; Georgia Society of International and Comparative Law;
Women Law Students Association; Student Bar Association; American Bar Association/Law Student
Division; Intramural Softball.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Jenkens and Gilchrist, Dallas, Texas, summer 1980; Law Clerk,
Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge, Washington, D. C., summer 1980;Law Clerk, Cook, Noell, Tolley
and Aldridge, Athens, Georgia, 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Trusts and Estates; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
NANCY TERRELL SMITH
Tifton, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.BJ. injournalism, University of Georgia,
1978. Society of Professional Journalists; Red & Black, staff writer; Delta Gamma Sorority; Honors
Program; Golden Key.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; American Bar Association/
Law Student Division.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: District Court Administrator, Chatham County, Georgia, 1979;Daily Tifton
Gazette, Tifton, Georgia, 1977, 1978; Governor's Intern Program, Tifton, Agrirama, 1976.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Trusts & Estates; Criminal Law.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JOSEPH C. STAAK
Augusta, Georgia. Age 28. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: University of Alaska at Anchorage, 1977-78
(Twelve graduate semester hours in construction engineering and environmental water resources). B.S. in
civil engineering, Georgia Tech, 1974. Engineer-in-Training, Georgia, 1974; Air Force ROTC, 1970-74;
Commissioned Second Lieutenant, USAF; Arnold Air Society; Four Year Air Force ROTC Scholarship.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Research Editor, Georgia Law Review, 1980-81;Staff,
Georgia Law Review, 1979-80.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Smith, Currie & Hancock, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980;Con-
struction Management, Elmendorf AFB, Alaska, ]977-78; Design Civil Engineer, Dyess, AFB, Texas,
1974-76.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Contruction Law; Environmental Law.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: July, 1981.
FREDRIC WILLIAM STEARNS
Tucker, Georgia. Age 26. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIVEMENT: B.A. magna cum laude in political science,
Georgia State University, 1978.Dean's List; Dean's Scholarship Key; Mortar Board Scholarship Citation;
Bylaws Committee; Honor's Program Scholarship Recipient; World Affairs Council.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Editor-in-Chief, Georgia Journal of International and
Compartive Law, 1980-81;Staff, 1979-80;Author, Note, Georgia Journal of International and Compara-
tive Law Vol. 10, Issue 3.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: General Civil; Estate Planning.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
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JOHN HUGH STEELE, JR.
Covington, Georgia. Age 26. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. cum laude in chemistry, University of
Georgia, 1976. Honors Program by invitation (four years); Junior Division Merit Award; Alpha Epsilon
Delta (pre-med honor society).
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Alan M. Alexander, Jr., Attorney at Law, Athens, Georgia,
spring-summer, 1979; Management Team, CMC Stereo, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia, 1978; Shift Supervisor,
Hercules, Inc., Oxford, Georgia, 1977-78.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Middle/North Georgia; Atlanta area.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
LAWTON EVANS STEPHENS
Athens, Georgia. Age 25. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. in political science and U.S. history,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1977.Kappa Alpha Order; YMCA Big Brother; Dean's List;
Intramural Sports.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Prosecutorial Clinic; Phi Delta Phi (legal fraternity); Slip
Sheet, Sports Editor.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Fortson, Bentley & Griffin, Athens, Georgia (presently); Law
Clerk, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, 110 R.S.O.B., Washington, D. C., summer 1979;
Residental Staff, Governor's Honor's Program, Macon, Georgia, summer 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Criminal; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
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JESSE C. STONE
Waynesboro, Georgia. Age 24. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: M.B.A. Graduate School of Business, Uni-
versity of Georgia, 1981. Graduate Assistant, Prof. Nicholas A. Beadles; Associate Justice, Main Court
(student judiciary). B.B.A. in industrial relations, School of Business, University of Georgia, 1977.
Defender-Advocate Society; University Student Union; Chi Psi Social Fraternity; Phi Kappa Phi; Sigma
Iota Epsilon (management honor society); Beta Gamma Sigma (business honor society); Phi Eta Sigma
(freshman honor society); Chi Psi Scholarship, 1975, 1976.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Editoral Staff, Georgia Journal of International and
Comparative Law; Research Assistant, Dean J. Ralph Beaird; Finalist, C & S Bank Will Drafting Contest;
Phi Delta Phi; American Bar Association/Law Student Division.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Intern, National Labor Relations Board (Office of General Counsel), New
Orleans, Louisiana, summer 1980; Law Clerk, Heard, Leverett & Adams, Atlanta, Georgia, 1979-80;
Student Administrator, Student Judiciary, University of Georgia, 1978-79;Graduate Assistant, Economics
Department, University of Georgia, 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corporate; Labor.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: September, 1981.
Griffin, Georgia. Age 24. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. cum laude, University of Georgia, 1978.
Demosthenian Literary Society, Spring Debate winner; Championship debate, Secretary-Treasurer, Solic-
itor General; Charter member-Chi Omega Sorority; Pi Sigma Alpha (political science honor society);
Pre-Law Club; Secretary, Dorm Council.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Chairman, Student Bar Law Day Committee; Draft
Registration Research Committee; American Judicature Society; Student Bar Association; Women Law
Students Association; Law School Division/American Bar Association; Legal Aid & Defender Society.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Special Research, James W. Smith, Attorney at Law, Athens, Georgia, winter
1980;Receptionist, Clarke County Health Department, Athens, Georgia, summer 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Judiciary; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
ROBERT CARL SUNDBERG, II
Augusta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. cum laude in politics and religion,
Washingtonand Lee University, 1978. Faculty Executive Committee; University Council; Pi Sigma Alpha
(political science honor society); Phi Eta Sigma (freshman honorary society); Commerce Fraternity; Pi
Kappa Alpha (social fraternity), President; Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities; 1978Most
Valuable Intramural Handball Player; Intramural Awards 1976-77, Basketball. Handball, Volleyball.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia La\j' Revie\j'; Class of 1933 Torts Award;
Finalist, Russell Best Brief Competition; Student Bar Association; Phi Delta Phi (legal fraternity); Law
School Intramurals, Basketball, Softball.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Teaching Assistant, Professor Corley, University of Georgia School of Busi-
ness, 1980-81;Law Clerk, Kilpatrick & Cody, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corporate; Taxation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: July, 1981.
PAULA KAY TAYLOR
Colquitt, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A., cum laude in political science, Val-
dosta State College, 1978. Omicron Delta Kappa (honor society); Cardinal Key (honor society); Who's
Who Among American College and University Students; Alpha Chi (honor society); Sigma Alpha Chi
(honor society); Alpha Delta Pi (social sorority); Student Government Association, Senator; Recipient,
Political Science Departmental Award, 1978.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Composite Scholarship Recipient; Women Law Stu-
dents Association; Student Bar Association; American Bar Association/Law Student Division.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Georgia Legal Services, Columbus, Georgia, summer 1980; Law
Clerk, Ray E. Colglazier, Jr., Athens, Georgia, fall 1979;District Campaign Manager, Lieutenant Governor
Zell Miller, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1978;Senate Intern, Governmental Operations Committee, Georgia
State Senate, Atlanta, Georgia, winter 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: General Practice.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia ..
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: July, 1981.
WARREN GIBSON SWARTZ
Youngstown, Ohio. Age 25. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. magna cum laude in history and Ger-
man, Youngstown State University, 1977. Y.S.U. History Club; Delta Phi Alpha (national honorary
German fraternity).
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: President of Third Year Class; Student Bar Association;
American Bar Association/Law Student Division; Phi Alpha Delta (legal fraternity); Finalist, 1980C & S
Bank Will Drafting Contest; Law Student Legal Research Service; 1979Russell Competition.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Instructor, University of Georgia Center for Continuing Education, 1979-81;
Intern, Administrative Office of the Courts, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980;Teacher, Youngstown, Ohio,
Niles, Ohio, City Schools, 1977-78;Home Instructor, Boardman, Ohio, Local Schools, 1977-78;Research
Assistant, Department of Foreign Languages, Youngstown State University, 1976-77;Tutor, Y.S. U. Office
of Student Development, 1976-77; Salesperson, King's Jewelers, Youngstown, Ohio 1973-76; Laborer,
Standard Slag Co., Youngstown, Ohio, summers 1975-79.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Administrative; Estate Planning.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Coastal South.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
CARLA CARTLEDGE TAYLOR
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BENJAMIN H. TERRY
Clarkston, Georgia. Age 24. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in history, University of Virginia, 1978.
University of Virginia Young Democrats; Charlottesville Democratic Party; Intramural Athletics.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Lall' Reviell'; University of Georgia Represen-
tative to the 1979ABA Client Counseling Competition; Student Bar Association Committee on Minority
Faculty Recruitment.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Savell, Williams, Cox & Angel, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Commercial.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Atlanta, Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
DEBORAH DIANE THOMAS
Perry, Georgia. Age 24.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in English, University of Notre Dame,
1978. Notre Dame Scholar; Black Cultural Arts Council; Neighborhood Study Help, Tutor; Big Sisters of
Saint Joseph County.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: BALSA Moot Court Competition; Black American Law
Students Association; Tutor; Writing Advisor.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Legal Services of Northeastern Wisconsin, Green Bay, Wisconsin,
summer 1979; College work-study, University of Notre Dame, 1977-78 school term.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Consumer.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Middle Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: April,1981.
VIRGIL LEE THOMPSON, JR.
Lawrenceville, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. summa cum laude in political science
and history, Mercer University of Atlanta, 1978. President, Student Government Association; College
Council, Executive Committee; University Senate; Debate Team; Young Democrats; Institutional Self-
Study Steering Committee.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Holderness Moot Court Team (]979-80); National Moot
Court Team (1980-81); Student Bar Association; American Bar Association/Law Student Division; Associ-
ate Member of Georgia State Bar Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Tennant, Andersen & Davidson, Lawrenceville, Georgia, summer
]979; Campaign Coordinator, Ed Jenkins, Congressional Campaign, Lawrenceville, Georgia, summer
1978; Sales Clerk, Belk Department Store, summers 1973-77.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, ]981.
NORA MAIJA TOCUPS
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. magna cum laude in political science,
Marquette University, 1978.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Special Projects Editor Georgia Journal of International
and Comparative Lall'; Winner and Best Brief, 1979-80Talmadge Moot Court Competition; University
Council, Law School Representative and Executive Board Member; Executive Board, Georgia Society of
International & Comparative Law; American Bar Association/Law Student Division; Law School In-
tramurals; Student Bar Association, Board of Governors, 1979-80; Women Law Students Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Stupar, Gollin & Schuster, S.c., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, summers
1979, 1980.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: International; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
JOHNKENNETH VAN DUYS
Hollywood, Florida. Age 23. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. cum laude in finance, Florida State
University, 1978. Beta Gamma Sigma (business honorary); Florida State Scuba Club; Sierra Club.
LAWSCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law;
Environmental Law Society.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Rogers, Tower, Bailey, Jones and Gay, Jacksonville, Florida,
summer 1980; Law Clerk, Harris, Rice and Alford, Athens, Georgia, fall 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Commercial; Tax
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: July, 1981.
Decatur, Georgia. Age 25. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. in geology, Emory University, 1975.
Dean's List; Honorary member of the Barkley Forum Debate Society; Member, Delta Delta Delta Sorority.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; American Bar Association!
Law Student Division.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Geologist, Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Geologic and Water
Resources Division, 1977-78; Administrative Assistant of Steak and Ale Restaurant, 1976-77;Geophysi-
cist, Texaco, Inc., Bellaire, Texas, 1975-76.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: January, 1981.
DIANE HALLISEY WALKER
JAMES ALBE VAUGHN
Forsyth, Georgia. Age 24. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in history, Emory University, 1978.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon (social fraternity).
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Law Review, Staff 1979-80;Managing Board.
Research Editor, 1980-81.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: General Practice.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
MARY ELIZABETH WALLACE
Griffin, Georgia. Age 23.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: A.B. magna cum laude with general honors
in philosophy, University of Georgia, 1978. Alpha Delta Pi Sorority; Captain, University of Georgia
Women's Rugby Club; Army ROTC; Scabbard and Blade; Honors Program.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Women Law Students Association; Third Year Rep-
resentative Student Bar Association; Delta Theta Phi Fraternity; Intramural Sports.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: H.E. W. Office of General Counsel, summer 1980;Nelson & Sweat, P.A. school
year 1979-80;Office of the S.J.A., Ft. Benning, Georgia, summer 1979;Wallace & Moss, December 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Civil Rights; Title VII.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: 1984 (After Military Service Obligation).
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FREDERICK LANE WARREN, III
Macon, Georgia. Age 24. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. magna cum laude in political science,
University of Georgia, 1978. Intern for 1978Georgia General Assembly; Pi Sigma Alpha (political science
honor society), President; Pre-Law Club.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Prosecutorial Clinic; Appellate Practice; Georgia Soci-
ety of International and Comparative Law.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Georgia Supreme Court, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1980;Research
Assistant, Jack Call, University of Georgia Institute of Government, December, 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: International; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Metropolitan Area.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
AMY ELIZABETH WATSON
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.S. in business administration, majored in
accounting, Auburn University, 1978. Alpha Lambda Delta (freshman honorary); CWENS (sophomore
honorary); Capers Military Service Honorary; Dean's List; Delta Sigma Pi (business honorary fraternity);
Phi Mu (social sorority), Executive Cabinet, Rush Chairman; Glomerata (yearbook), Copy Editor;
Chairman, Red Cross Blood Drive; Top Twenty, Miss Glomerata; Accounting Club; Oklahoma cast;
Concert Choir.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Moot Court, American Bar Association Appellate
Advocacy Team, Regional Representative to National Competition; Moot Court Board; Quarter-finalist,
Talmadge Moot Court Competition; Quarter-finalist, Russell Moot Court Competition; Editorial Board
Candidate, Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law; Member, Georgia Society ofInterna-
tional and Comparative Law; Student Bar Association.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Appellate Practice Instructor, University of Georgia School of Law, Athens,
Georgia, 1980-81; Income Tax Preparer, Navy Exchange Tax Service, Athens, Georgia, winter-spring,
1980; Associate Editor, The Georgia Community Banker, spring-summer 1978; Legal Secretary, Powell,
Goldstein, Frazer & Murphy, Atlanta, Georgia, summers 1976, 1977, 1979; Legal Secretary, Schwall &
Hewett, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1975.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Tax; Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
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ALAN MITCHEL WEISS
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.B.A. in accounting, University of Georgia,
1978.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Levine and Krell, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1979; Law Clerk,
Samuel Appel and Associates, Atlanta, Georgia, summer 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Corporate; Tax.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY:June, 1981.
JOHN THERON WELLINGTON
Savannah, Georgia. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in philosophy, Vanderbilt University,
1978. Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity; Afro Association; West Tennessee Legal Aid Project; University
Legislative Council; McGill Project: Philosophy Majors Association; Chess Club; Pre-Law Club; Black
Pre-Law Club; Rap Magazine.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Phi Alpha Delta (law fraternity); Black American Law
Students Association; Environmental Law Society; Prisoner Legal Counseling Project; Appellate Practice;
Legal Aid and Defender Society.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Open.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
MARGARET ELLEN WELLS
Beaver Dam, Wisconsin. Age 24. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. with distinction in political science and
history, University of Wisconsin, 1977.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Winner, 1979 Russell Moot Court Competition;
Member, 1980 Intrastate Moot Court Team; 1980-81Moot Court Executive Board; Coordinator, 1981
Russell Moot Court Competition; Women Law Students Association; American Bar Association/Law
Student Division.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker, Los Angeles, California,
summer 1980; Law Clerk, Harris Rice & Alford, Watkinsville, Georgia, summer 1979; Law Clerk, Strub,
Woodworth, Quincey & Becker, Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, 1978.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Domestic Relations.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
WILBUR JOHN WILSON
Decatur, Georgia. Age 23. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in journalism, University of Georgia,
1978.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; Phi Delta Phi; Prosecutorial
Clinic.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Georgia.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
CAROLYN WOODRUFF
Pickens, South Carolina. Age 32. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: Master's candidate in interior design (not
completed), University of Georgia, 1978. B.A. in studio art, Mary Washington College, 1970.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Prosecutorial Clinic; Lumpkin Foundation, Vice Presi-
dent; Georgia Society of International and Comparative Law.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Legal Intern, Governor's Intern Program; Research Assistant, Rusk Center;
Law Clerk, Turnage & Leavell, P.c., Athens, Georgia.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Open.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Litigation; Environmental.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Southeast.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
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FREDERICK L. WRIGHT
Atlanta, Georgia. Age 28. Single.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. magna cum laude in political science,
Georgia State University, 1978.Phi Kappa Phi; Dean's Scholarship Key; Honors Student; Honors Program
Scholarship Recipient; Faculty Executive Committee; Blue Key; Mortar Board Citation for Scholarship;
Philosophy Club.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Georgia Law Review, Articles Editor, 1980-81, Staff
1979-80;Author, Note, Georgia Law Review Vol. 14, Issue 2; Dean's List; Research Assistant, Associate
Dean Walter Ray Phillips; Finalist, C & S Bank Will Drafting Contest; Library Committee.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Bankruptcy; General Civil.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
STEVEN P. ZIMMERMAN
Rockford, Illinois. Age 24. Married.
SCHOLASTIC BACKGROUND AND ACHIEVEMENT: B.A. in political science, University of Il-
linois, 1978. Illinois Rugby Club.
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND HONORS: Student Bar Association; Orientation Group Leader.
PRIOR EMPLOYMENT: Law Clerk, Reno and Zaum, Rockford, Illinois, summer 1980;Legal Research
Assistant, Northeast Georgia Area Planning and Development Commission, fall 1979.
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT: Law Firm.
LEGAL PRACTICE EMPHASIS: Civil Litigation; Criminal Litigation.
LOCATION PREFERRED: Open.
DATE OF AVAILABILITY: June, 1981.
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